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The relationship between the work attitudes, job satisfaction and orgenizational

commitment has been demonstrated to influence turnoverfretirement. This relationship is
important due to changing demographic patterns in the 0.3. A foodservice labor shortage has
potential for retardi ng the long-term growth of the foodservice industrg.

However,

recruitment and retention of older workers could be a factor in controlling this problem.

Therefore the major pugiose of this research was to obtain information from current older
foodservice emplogees to permit the determi nation of how various aspects of their jobs affect
job satisfaction and organizational commitment, and thus intention to remain on the job. .The
major independent variables in this research postulated to effect the dependent variable,

turnoverxretirement intention incl uded , intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction, organizational
commitment, working conditions, level of pag, and financial securitg.

The sample population consisted of older workers emploged in

hospital and

college/universitg foodservices. Data were collected via questionnai re. A 61 % response
rate ( N=243) was _o btai ned.
The results indicate that older workers demonstrate moderate levels of work satisfaction
and relativelg high levels of organizational commitment. However a practicallg meaningful
relationship

between

work

satisfaction

( measured

bg

the

Minnesota

Satisfaction

Questionnaire) and organizational commitment ( meesured bg the Organizational Commitment
Cluestionnaire), as correlated with turnoverfretirement intention was not found. Although

not considered meaningful , a week but statisticallg significent relationship was found (r=
.15, p< .02) between intrinsic satisfaction and turnoverfretirement intention.

.

Older workers in this study are generally less satisfied
with the chance for advancement
on their jobs, and with the pay for the amount of ·work done.
These two items are extrinsic
‘
measures of satisfaction. Regression analysis revealed that
older werker perceptions of the
physical demands of the job (r=.3?), working
conditions (r=.33}, and elmployer
communication of retirement options (r=.2l) predicted 39%
of the variance in the
‘
dependent variable, organizational commitment.
Fifty—three percent of older workers in this study would recommend
their jobs to others,
and 54% of older workers state they would delay retirement
past the age they now plan to
reti re ifthey could work part—ti me .
The foodservice industry will see increases in the number
of older workers in the near
future. This research provides a foundation from which
other research involving older
workers can emerge.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
Research conducted by the National Restaurant Association consistently identifies employee

recruiting as a major problem faced by foodservice operator:. Population projections indicating a
shortage of teenagers and young adults to fill industry jobs strongly suggest that employee
recruiting problems mayintensify in the years ahead (NRA., 1984, 1986).
_0ver the next 30 years, the population of those over 55 is expected to increase to nearly 70
million, representing one in four persons (Morrison, 1983). Another trend will be the decline
in the number and proportion of the population aged 18 to 34, who represent a sizable portion of
the current foodservice labor force. This has resulted in speculation that there will be a shortage
of entry level workers in the next 20 years.
These demographic and labor force changes will pose a series of challenges for the human
resource manager in the food service industry.

These challenges will include employment,

recruitment, and selection in a Iargely competetive service industry, the retaining of productive
employees, reducing turnover intention, and the development of improved working conditions and
work incentives to augment productivity.
One possible remedy for the impending labor shortage is the inclusion of older workers in
future foodservice strategic manpower plans. Currently a knowledge base concerning the older
worker in the foodservice industry is not apparent. Information needed to enhance this knowledge
base includes:

1.

The degree of work satisfaction end work commitment of older workers in

relation to turnover/retirement intention. 2.

Research data on work schedule preferences of

older workers, including psrt·time/part-year employment options. 3. Perceptions held of the
physical work environment including a) working conditions, b) physical demand: ofthe job, and
c)perceived stress aspect: of the job.

It is suggested that these attributes have significant

influence on the employee's decision to leave or terminate their employment. This research study
investigated how these factors influence the employment decision of older workers in the
institutional foodservice sector.

-]_-
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Purpose of Studgl
The intent of this research was to answer keg questions that the human resource manager
will
have to address involvi ng successful utilization of older workers in the institutional
foodservice
sector. For this research, institutional foodservices included; college/universitg and
hospital
foodservices. In the literature, the relationship between job satisfaction./job commitment and
turnover is significant and consistent. However, limited data of this tgpe are available
on older
workers emploged in foodservice occupations.

In this research, retirement intention was the

major dependent variable studied. The effect of the independent variables, work satisfaction
and
organizational commitment on reti rement intention was determined.
The relationship between specific extri nsic and intrinsic satisfaction factors in
regard to
retirement intention, mag be of value in developing programs and/or practices designed to retain
contributing workers on the job in light ofa potential scerce applicant pool.

Justification of Research

With a mounting labor shortage that could impede long term growth in the food service

industrq, the older worker will become a keg ingredient to the success of the foodservice
operation.

With this impendinq labor shortage, it will be advantageous for the food service
manager to ascertain what job components older workers value most. This needs assessment
will

be

critical

in

outlining

direction

for

retaining

valuable

older

emplogees

(from
turnover/retirement). This can be accomplished through description of job components which
meet the specific needs of older workers in the foodservice industrg. lf older workers
are to be
viewed as a possible remedg to ease the anticipated labor shortfall, then information
must be
gathered to determine the components of job satisfaction and job commitment which mag
contribute to older workers remaining on the job.
Age and work studies reported in the literature reveal a paucitg of rigorous cmplrlcal
investigation specific to older workers in the food service industrg. The results obtai ned from
this research will contribute to the field as follows:
(a) The determination of satisfaction and job commitment
levels of older emplogees currentlg
emploged in the institutional foodservice sector. The intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of satisfaction
revealed from the surveg responses will assist the human resource manager in the evaluation of
the work environment in meeting or failing to meet the needs of older workers.
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(b)

Tha work related attitudes (ie., job satisfaction and commitment ) obtai ned from the surveg

will assist the human resource manager in the development of programs and work environments
fitted to the needs of the older worker and the i ndustru faci ng a potential labor shortage.
(c)

This research studg assessed the impact of intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction aspects in
relation to retirement intention. Intrinsic satisfaction included; securitg, acheivement,and self
actualization.

Extrinsic satisfaction included; pag, compensation, and advancement.

Job

commitment was independentlg assessed as it relates to retirement intention.
(d) The research results provide information on older emplogee perceptions of pag,
benefits,
health status, work environment, work schedules, stress, and co-worker interactions.
(e) The research generated information regarding older worker preferences for innovative
work
options in lieu of retirement. These options included; part-time emplogment and delaged
retirement plans.

I

Overall, the evidence in thgliterature revesls age related differences in job satisfaction and
job commitment between gounger and older workers. Older workers have consistentlg expressed
greater overall satisfaction than gounger workers. Older workers have greater needs for securitg
and affigtion and lower needs for seljwactualization than gounger workers. Results of seventeen
bivariate studies have found older workers to be more committed to the organization than gounger
workers (Doeri ng, Rhodes, and Schuster, 1985). The research data obtai ned from this studg will
contribute information for the development of programs and work environments designed to meet
the needs of older workers in the institutional foodservice service sector.

-4..

Conceptusl Underpinnings of the Research

Empirical evidence i ndicates strong correlations between job satisfaction,

organizational

commitment, and turnover. Accordinglg, job satisfaction would seem to be an important focus
of
organizations which wish to reduce turnover (Lawler and Porter, 1967). In this studg
turnover
via retirement intention was studied. Work satisfaction as related to turnover is based
on the
path·goal theorg of motivation that has been stated bg Georgopoulos (1957), Vroom (1964),
and
Porter and Steers (1973).
The path—goal theorg predicts that high satisfaction will lead to low turnover because satisfied
individuals are motivated to goto work where their important needs are satisfied. Yroom (1964)
reports a consistent negative relationship between job satisfaction and the propensitg to leave the
job. 1/room (1964) interprets the findings concerning job satisfaction and withdrawal as
being
consistent with an expectancg/valence theorg of motivation; that is, workers who are highlg§
attracted to their jobs are presumed to be subject to motivational forces to remain in them, with '
such forces manifesti ng themselves in increased tenure (Porter and Steers, 1973).
Yroom (1964) states that measures of @_sgtis[a9tion retlect the valence of the job to its
occupant. lt then would follow that job satisfaction should be related to the strength of the force on
a person to remain in the job. The more satisfied a worker, the stronger the enfl uence on him to
remain in his job and the less the probabalitg of his leaving it voluntarilu (Yroom,l964).
The Heneman and Schwab (1975) model of turnover demonstrates that workers whowhave 4»
relativelg low levels of job satisfaction are the most likelg to quit their jobs, and that 4 —
organizational units with the lowest average satisfaction levels tend to have the highest turnover
rates. Existing evidence clearlg suggests that older workers are less likelg to leave an
4
organization than gounger workers, with 25 out of 31 bivariate analgses finding a negative
relationship (Doering et al.,1983). The conceptual model ofl*1obleg, Horner, and
Hollingsworth(1978)
is useful for underpinning the relationship between age, satisfaction, and turnover. \\
44
According to the model, older/longer tenured workers are less likelg to leave the organization for
two reasons: (1) Theg are more satisfied with their jobs; and (2) theg believe that there is a
low probabilitg offinding an acceptable alternative.
The theories previouslg outlined point to the importance of job satisfaction as a predictor of
turnover. While consideration of the role of overall job satisfaction in the decision to participate
is important, it reveals little about the roots of such satisfaction (Porter and Steers,1973).
This
studg helps to reveal and describe the precursors of satisfaction in food service settings. These
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include:

work environment, pag, challenge, work schedule, and co-worker intersction.

Investigation of these elements will afford a better comprehension of the various factors of the
work situation as theg relate to the propensitg of older workers withdrawi ng or remaining on the

job.There

is a consistent negative relationship between job satisfaction and the probabilitglof A
resignation. This relationship appears when scores on job satisfaction survegs are obtained
fromindividuals
and used to predict subsequent volunterg dropouts, and when mean scores on job

°

satisfaction for organizational units are correlated with turnover rates for these
units(tfroom,1964).
·This
research used the Minnesota Satisfaction Ouestionnaire (MSO). As stated bg Weiss,
Dawis, England, and Lofquist (1967), the MSO measures satisfaction with several different
aspects of the work environment. The MSO measures intrinsic job satisfaction, extrinsic job
satisfaction, and overall (general) satisfaction.
It was postulated that older workers in the institutional food service setting that demonstrate
high levels of work satisfaction will have lower levels of turnoverfretirement intention.

In

addition, these emplogees will remain with the organization longer, and are more likelg to delag
their retirement.
Organizational commitment is defined bg Mowdag, Steers, and Porter (1979) as the relative
strength of an individual 's identification with and involvement in a particular organization. It can'?)
(_
be characterized bg the following three factors: 1) A strong belief in and acceptance of the
organizations goals and values;

2) A willingness to exert considerable effort on behalf of the

organization; and 3) A strong desire to maintain membership in the organization. The theorg
underl ging the commitment construct suggests that highlg committed emplogees will be less likelg
to leave their jobs (Mowdag et. al., 1979). This research investigated the relationship between
work commitment of older workers (independent variable) and retirement intention (dependent
variable). The organizational commitment questionnaire (OCO) as developed bg Mowdag et al.,
(1979) has demonstrated relativelg consistent prediction between emplogee commitment and
turnover, as well as emplogee tenure in the organization.

(AIA
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Both the Minnesota Satisfaction Ouestionnai re and the Organizational Commitment
Questionnai re have demonstrated consistentlg strong reliabilitg and validitg (Weiss et
al., 1967,
Mowdau et al., 1979). ln this research, the MSO and OCO guestionnaires were used as
predictors
for the criterion, retirement intention. Both questionnaires provide objective information
on job
attributes, including work environment, compang policies, compensation, co-workers,
feeling of
accomplishment, supervision, and companu loualtu.

Therefore, this research studg used the

theoretical underpinnings of work satisfaction and work commitment to investigete the potential
relationship between satisfaction/commitment of older workers in the foodservice industrg
with
regard to retirement intention.

-7-

Research Questions and Hgpotheses of the Studg

Research question l:
To determine through an institutional food service surveg, job satisfaction of older (55 gears
of age and over) foodservice emplogees.

The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnai re (MSQ) was

emploged to measure satisfection on the job. A measure of the relationship between satisfaction
{independent variable) end retirement intention (dependent variable) was determined.

Are older

workers who demonstrate higher levels of job satisfaction, less likelg to leave the organization
(turnover/reti rement intention) ?

Research hgpothesis I:
Older institutional foodservice emplogees who demonstrate high levels of job satisfaction, as
measured bg the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire, will be less likelg to leave work
(turnover/retirement intention).

Research Question 2:

To determine through the implementation ofthe Organizational Commitment Questionnaire, job
commitment levels of older foodservice emplogees.

Are older workers who demonstrate higher

levels of organizational commitment less likelg to leave the organization (turnover/retirement

intention)?
Research hgpothesis 2:
Older foodservice emplogees who demonstrate high levels of organizational commitment ( as
measured bg the Organizational Commitment Questionnaire), will be less likelg to leave work
(turnover/retirement intention).

Research question 3:

Are factors such as perceived poor working conditions, phgsical demands of the job, strength
demends ofthe job, job stress, age, financial status, gender, income level, job title, supervisorg
responsibilities, marital status, number of gears in foodservices, number of gears emploged bg

current institution, gears in current position, education level, and health status related to
turnover/retirement intention?

V
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Research Hgpothesis 3:

.

Turnover/retirement intention is not significantlu affected or predicted bu the above
designated personal variables or work variables inherent in institutional foodservices.

Chapter summarg

The determination of overall job satisfaciion and job eommitment of older workers in
institutional foodservices was the major goal of this research. Of equal importance was the
deliniation of the roots of this satisfaction and commitment. Knowing onlu that an emplogee is
dissatisfied and/or has low job commitment, and has turnover intentions does not help the
foodservice manager understand whg he/she is dissatistied, or what job aspectts) must be
modified to retain himfher. The relationship between satisfaction, organizational commitment,

and turnover/retirement intention was also investigated. Dua to shifting demographics, general
worksite information on older foodservice emploueea is needed.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of the literature was divided into four major sections. Section 2.1 serves as an
overview of shifti ng demographic patterns in the U.S.

Section 2.2 discusses how these

demographic shifts mag impact the food service industrg. Section 2.3 exami nes the older worker

in relation to sections 2.1 and 2.2 above. Section 2.3 focuses on work characteristics of older
workers, and exsmi nes phgsical and pgschological characteristics of older emplogees. Section 2.3
explores job expectations of older emplogees incl udi ng , pag, benefits, and incentives, as well as
looks at work schedule preferences of older workers.

Finallg section 2.3
K
relationship between work and reti rernent expectations of older workers.
Section

2.4

focuses on the

looks at job attitudes, including work satisfaction and organizational

commitment from a general perspective, and more specificallg, attitude profiles of older
emplogees.

This section

also exami nes the Minnesota Satisfaction Ouestionnaire and the

Organizational Commitment Ouestionnai re in relation to job satisfaction and organization
commitment respectivelu.

Finallg section 2.4 discusses turnover/retirement with respect to

satisfaction and organization commitment.

Section 2.1: Overview of Shiftino Demoqraphic Patterns in the U.S.

U.S. workforce organizations are faced with a potential crisis of major proportion. The work
force is becoming older, the demands of government to protect and enhance older elements of the
labor force are more stringent, and the expectations of older workers are changing ( Doeri ng et al.,
1983). The interactions among demographics, government regulations, and expectations of older
workers will present a series of challenges for the human resource manager. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics defi nes older workers as those above 55 gears old. This research operationallg defined

older workers as those individuals 55 gears of age and older.
The Bureau of the Census has estimated the 1982 U.S. population at 232 million, with a median

age of 31 gears. This is compared with a median age of 29 in 1976. More than 1 in 5 persons
(48 million) were age 55 or over. Of those individuals, 26 million were 65 or older.

Females

accounted for BO percent of the B5 or older popualtion (Monthlg Labor Review, 1983). Over the
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next 30 gears, the population age 55 and over is expected to increase
to nearlg 70 million,
representihg approximatelg 1 in 4 persons (Monthlg Labor Review,1985). The
medien age ofthe
population will increase to almost 37 from the present medien age of 3l. To
illustrate the

significance of this statistic, the medien age in Florida todag, generallg considered
a retirement
state is 35 gears of age.

Finallg life expectancg at birth and at age 65 will continue to increase
significantlg over the next 3 decades.
Clearlg, between now and the gear 2000 the most striking trend is the decline in the
number
and proportion of the population aged 18 to 34 who represent a substantial
portion of the current
labor force. There will be a decline ofapproximatelg 6 percent of persons aged 13
to 34 rasulting

in approximatelg 8.4 million fewer persons in this age range in the gear
2000. Concommitentlg,
prima aged persons (35 to 54 gears) will increase their share of the
population bg 7 percent

(Morrison, 1984). This major decrease in the gounger population age group has
resulted in
speculation that there will be shortages of entrg level and other tgpe: of skilled
worker: in the

next twentg geers.
It should be noted that there will be fewer persons aged 18 to 34in the population in the gear
2000 than at present, but that this pattern will be reversed for persons aged 35 to 54.
Begond
the turn ofthe centurg, there will be fewer persons aged 18 to 39 and substantiallg
more aged 55
and over (Morrison, l984). Table 2.1 summarizes the anticipated shift to an older
population
(Doering et al., 1983). Those individuals in the 55 gears and over categorg will substantiallg
increase, while the gounger age groups will grow more slowlg or decline. Table 2.2 shows that
the
total number of individual: in the older age groups will increase in numbers as well. In
1960,
there were approximatelg 17 million individual: over age 65, however for the gear 2020
it is
projected that this fiqure will grow to nearlg 43 million (156 percent increase). Si milarlg,
the
55-64 age group will increase bg 135 percent, the 18-24 age group bg 68 percent, end
the
under 18 age group bg onlg 14 percent (Doering et al.,1983).
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Table 2.1
Percencage of Civiliau Workforce By Age

Age

1975

' 1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

16-24
25-34

24.1
24.1

23.1
28.0

21.2
28.6

18.5
28.6

17.1
25.9

18.1_
22.6

35-44

18.1

19.5

22.5

45-54

25.6

18.5

15.6

27.4

27.2.

12.1

14.7

11.0

15.8

10.3

20.8»

3.1

9.1

18.7

2.8

2.6

2.5

55-64
Over 65

Source: Doering et. a1., 1983, p. 16.

8.6
2.3

9.3
2.1

.
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Table 2.2

Decennial Percentage Changes in U.S. Population, 1960-2020
Age

1960-70

1970-80

1980-90

1990-2000

2000-10

.
.

2010-2020

°

Under 18

+8%

-9%

+7%

+5%

-1%

18-24

+53

+18

-15

+5

+11

·?

25-34

+10

+43

+13

-16

+11

+5

35-44

-4

+11

+42

+13

-16

45-54

+13

-3

+11

+42

+13

-16

l

‘

-6%

+11

55-64

+19

+13

-3

+12

+42

+13

65 and
over

+20

+22

+18

+6

p
+9

+29

Source: Doering et. al., 1983, p.13.
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Labor Force Chagges

Between now and the gear 2000, the composition of the labor force will signiticantlg
change.At
the turn of the centurg, the labor force will be composed of about 134 million people.
)„
be a significant decrease in the proportion of the labor force composed of
Therewill
gounger persons.
Those aged 18 to 24 will represent onlg 15 percent of the labor force. While the proportion
of
I
gounger persons in the labor force is declining, workers in the 35 to 55 gear range will
increasesigniiicantlg,
both in number and proportion (Morrison, 1984). Parsons in this age range
nowaccount
for 35 percent ofthe work force (39 million persons). Bg the gear 2000 this age
group
will represent nearlg half of the labor force (49 percent) and account for 64 million
emplogees.
The decline in the gounger labor force mag produce demand for entrg level workers
that might
be met bg older persons. ln addition , an increase in flexible work schedule: mag lead to
greater

demand for older workers (Morrison, 1983). Although there has been an increase in the number
of older individuals, the percentage of older individual: continuing to work has declined.
ln fact, a
trend towards earlg retirement has developed (The White House Conference on
Aging, 1981).
Table 2.3 illustrates labor force participation bg age group. lndeed reduced labor
participation
mag characterize the older population, irrespective of the projected labor shortage and
increased
demand for workers that might develop over the next 20 gears. The prospect of major
increase:
in older worker emplogment is unlikelg, unless an understanding of the labor
force
characteristics of older worker: become: evident. The recognition of these characteristic: of older
emplogees is essential for implementing programs which encourage participation bg
an older
work force.

Gemral Characteristics of 0lder Workers
Table 2.3 demonstrates most older workers expect and desi re to reti re and actuallg do so.
Because of the limited number of older persons who have continued to work, much more research
has been focused on the precursors of the retirement decision.
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Table 2.3
Labor Force Participation Rates
(Percentages) for

·

Older Age_Groups By Sex, Selected Years,
1950-78

•--••—•-•—••-•••••••••—••-••••.......,...,,,,_,,_,,,___________
A9•

Groups and Y•ar

Hm

Ucun

90.5
92.0
91.5

30.8
65.9
52.6

50 to 56 Y•u·s

‘

1950
1960
1970

1978°
55 to 59 Yuri
1950
1960 ·
1970
1978
60 to 66 Y•a•·s
1950
1960
1970
1978

65 to 69 Y•u·s
.

1950
1960
1970
1978

Saunen Casn, 1980

A

'

av.:

sa.s

86.7
87.7
86.8
83.1

25.9
39.7
67.6
67.7

79.6
77.8
73.2
61.1

20.6
29.6
36.6
31.7

59.7
66.0
39.3
30.0

12.0
16.5
17.2
16.2

'
”
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There are a number of important characteristies of these olders employees
that provide
assistance as to what might be expected if more older persons were encouraged
to remain in the
workforce (Morrison, 1984):
A. Oftodays older workforce, approximately 6O percent are men, with half
working full
time. Thirty—eight percent of older women are employed, with a majority working
part-

time.
B. Unemployment rates for older workers are generally low. However older
persons who have
been working and become unemployed face the longest median duration of unemployment
of
any age group (18 weeks). It is assumed that most persons who elect early
retirement,
leave the labor force due to decli ning health.
C. Although clearly there are significant economic advantages of employment
to older
workers, persons aged 65 and over are concentrated in a small number of occupations.
These include managers and administrators, professional and technical workers,
farmers,
and service workers. Older workers in the U.$. labor force occupy jobs auch
as small
farmer, private household workers, service workers, etc. that are often not
full-ti me,
full-year occupations. ln addition, older workers are highly representative of the
self-employed, thereby permitti ng part·time work and considerable work schedule
flexibility.

Despite the reluctance of older workers to remain attached to their job, national surveys
continue to indicate strong preferences on the part of older individuals, for some type of continued

employment (usually part-time) after retirement from the longest held job. Older persons say
they are primarily interested in part-time work, usually the same es or similiar to
their
preretirement jobs. These survey ündings strongly suggest that if employees were presented with
more flexible work policies, many older persons would take advantage of them (Morrison,
1984).
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Economic Cheracteristics of Older Workers and Reti red Individuals
The economic status of older Americans is generally no worse than for the nation as
a whole.
Sixty-eight percent efthose 65 and older fully own their own home. In centrast, only
12 percent
of individuels in the 18 te 54ege brecket have fully payed eff their home
mortgages. Medien
income does decline es age increases for those over the age ef 54 (Reid, 1985).

The major sources of income for reti red individuels ere: 1) Social Security benefits (38%)
;
2) employment earnings (28%); 3) investmentincome (19%); end 4) other
retirementincome
and pensions (16%) (White House Conference on Aging, 1981).

The Social Security System

remains the primary source ef income. Among those earning less than $20,000
per year and
having more then one source ef income, Social Security provided from 53 te 89 percent
of their
income. The other sources ofincome include income from savings, investment income, company
er
governmentel pensien,inceme from current job, and money received from their children (
Resow

amzeger, 1980).

g

Section 2.2: How Demgraphic Shifts Will Effect and Impact the Food Service Industry
The "greying ofAmerica“ will have e profound influence en the foodservice labor force es
the
number ef older workers increases. These demographic shifts will result in changes
in the
employment patterns within American industry specifically. Demographie changes will
impact
the foodservice industry due to the heavy reliance on the 16 to 24age group te setisfy labor
force

needs {Reid, 1985).
The United States is on the verge of a "dynemic labor shortege°' . A sherply reduced growth
in
the labor force will restrict returns to private investment end act es a drag en economic
growth.
Problems from the shortage will pregressively worsen over the next 25 years. Recent
research

indicates e supplyside solution; an increase in work force participation by older workers, would
improve the economic status of older werkers and their families, which would increase economic

I

growth end reduce inflation (Olsen, 1982).

y

The seeds for e labor shortage were planted two decedes age, when birth rates decli ned following
15 years ef post·wer baby boom. The rate efgrewth in the labor force will change from the
2.5

percent annual leber force growth of the letter half of the 19?0‘s, to I.? percent between 1980
end 1985; 1.2 percent from 1985 te 1990; and 0.8 percent per annum from 1990 to 2005.

g
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The outlook is for a dynamic labor shortage becoming progressively
worse over the next 25 years
(0lson, 1982).
.
Demographie trends suggest that the foodservice industry which has
traditionally provided
employment for large numbers of teenage workers will need to seek older
workers to fill job
openings. Theincreasing number and proportions of older persons in
the US. population and the
increasing number of retired individuals will result in major social and economic
changes in the
closing years of this century and into the twenty-fi rst century (Morrison,
1 984).
,
According to the National Restaurant Association (1984) the foodservice
industry currently
‘ /?”/
employs approximately 4.7 million individuals, 66 percent of whom are
women and 25 percent of
whom are teenagers. The Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
predicts that the
foodservice industry will need to fill 1.8 million additional foodservice jobs by
1995 (1985).
The BLS indicates a 38 percent increase in demand for restaurant employees
and a 33 percent
increase in demand for all foodservice employees from 1982 to 1995. Without
adjustments to
such factors as pay and benefits or the tappi ng of new labor sources, the foodservice
industry could
experience a labor shortfall of one million workers by 1995 (NRA, 1986).
These figures add
fresh fuel to growing industry concerns over predicted manpower shortages (NRA,
1984).
Foodservice occupations are expected to grow faster than average in comparison with
other
employment sectors (BLS, 1985). According to the Bureau on Labor Statistics,
foodservice
occupations expected to show strong growth during the 1982-95 period incl ude ; cooks and
kitchen
helpers. Based on BLS (1985) projections, the demand for cooks is expected to grow by
402,000
between 1982 and 1995. Demand for not only foodservice employees, but service
workers in
general will "continue to increase faster than total employment, and account for a greater
share of
total employment through 1995 (BLS, 1985).
As an example of beginning efforts to attract older workers to foodservice jobs, McDonald‘s
Restaurant has run classified ads in newspapers of grandmotherly figures resplendent
in thier
McDonald': uniform in an effort to attract viable employees. Restaurant chains have
stepped up
recruitment efforts of older workers by hunting for employees in retirement communities and
church groups (Restaurants and Institutions, 1985). Competition for employees among
the
different sectors of the foodservice industry is evident today, as the people fast-food chains
are
now recruiting have traditionally been a major labor pool for the institutional side
of
foodservicea: healthcare, schools, and employee dining (Restaurant and Institutions,
1985).

Therefore demographic and labor force changes in the general foodservice arena will sharply
impact on institutional foodservice employment, the focus of this research.
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It is estimated that by the year 2000, 4out of 5 jobs will be in the service
sector (Collier,
1985). The U.S. is in the midst of a shift to a servicefinformation economy in which
productivity
may be more related to people rather than machines or raw materials
(Morrison, 1985).
Therefore, foodservices will also be competing with other industries who are attempti ng to
attract
employees from the same labor pool. By the year 1994, the foodservice industry will
require 2

million workers who will be able to handle jobs in an increasingly sopnisticated industry,
and at
the same time understand they are in e comeptitive business and play a major role in
making their
employer' s successful (Restaurant Business, 1984). A key factor in averting a foodsarvice
labor
crisis down the road is the retention of the current workforce. This goal is not always
easy in an
industry where high employee turnover is the general rule (National Restaurant News, 1985).
Significant demographic changes are occuring in the United States. Foodservice managers will
out of necessity have to edapt to a changing labor force in the coming years. The
challenge of
managing an aging workforce will require innovative responses embracing all aspects of
human
resource management.

Section 2.5: The Integration of Older Workers into the Foodservice Industry
«

As stated in the previous two sections, demographic shifts will squarely impact the service
sector in the U.S., particularly the foodservice side. If older employees are to be counted on
to
meet the afore-mentioned human resource challenges of the future, information on the following
areas will be paramount: Physical and psychological characteristics of older workers;
Job
expectations of older workers (including pay, benefits end work incentives); work schedule
preferences (i.e. part-time/part—year employment); Older employee preception of the worksite
environment. Due to the major focus of this research, work satisfaction and work committment
are discussed in section 2.4. Another research focal point, turnover/retirement will also
be
discussed in depth in section 2.4.

Physical and Psychological Expectations of Older Workers

Until recently, people over age 55 were not considered seriously as being a potential labor
resource for continui ng employment. They were stereotypad as °'pre-retirees" who were waiting
to leave the labor force (Morrison,l984). More and more foodservice operators are becomi ng
aware of the need to employ older workers due to demographic changes affecting the pool of

g
//
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available labor. As this need grows in the future, foodservice human resource managers should
become cognizant of the facts about older workers.
Aging isa normal and continuous process that involves physical and psychological changes
over time. Sometimes these changes have been considered declines, but this is not necessarily the
correct way of viewing the aging process. There are many ill·founded myths and negative
stereotypes about older people which often lead to a one-sided and inaccurate view of the older
person. It is important to re-examine and refute these myths and stereotypes so that industry
employers can gain a realistic understanding of older persons as potential employees (Morrison,

1984).
Research has demonstrated that adults experience physical changes as they grow older. These
include an increase in reaction time, a decrease in visual acuity, and a decline in hearing ability
(Cross, 1981). Due to sensory and motor changes, there may be some slowing of performance
with increased age. In addition, there is an increase in variation among individuals, which means
that a substantial number of older people will perform at the same level as young people. Thus,
each person must be evaluated individually irrespective ofage (Morrison, 1984).
The generally held stereotype that a worker's performance decreases with age is not totally
supported in the literature (Greenberg, 1961). Studies of older workers in a variety of
occupational categories have demonstrated that age is not related to productive output.

Work

productivity does not decline as a function of age (U.S. Department of Labor, 1979). In some
cases, research has shown that older workers' productivity exceeds that of younger employees
(U.S. Senate, 1977). Meier and Kerr {1976) reported that output per manhour remained steady
through age 54 and then declined slightly as age increased. In a second study Meier and Kerr
(1976) reported that; a) many older employees performed better than the average younger
workers, b)workers in the older age group had a steadier rate of output; and c) older workers
were as accurate in their work as younger employees.
The physical demands placed on workers today are less than has been the case in the past
(Meier and Kerr, 1976). Une commonly held stereotype associated with older workers is that
they should be given lighter job duties. This assumption is erroneous since it is not the heavy
work that causes older workers problems, rather it isthe stress associated with having to
maintain a high level of productivity. Hence ifthe pressure to produce is lowered, older workers
·

will continue to produce at acceptable levels (Meier and Kerr, 1976).

Some of the variables which research has identified as being associated with older persons, and
which have positive effects on productivity are; dependability, low absenteeism, punctuality,
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decrease in on·the—job accidents, high qualitg and quantitg of work (overall job performance),
good judgement based on experience, successful interpersonal realtions, and greater motivation
due to greater job satisfaction and less stress on the job (Schwab,1 977; Morrison,1984).
Studies of intellectual functioni ng completed since 1955 have found that intelligence remains
intact for most people until at least age 70. With good phgsical and mental health, adequate

education and continued intellectual stimulation, generallg there is no decline in intellectual
abilities with age (Woodruff, 1975). Although learning capacitg does not decline with age ,older
persons sometimes require longer initial learning periods. In addition some abilities such as
judgement, accuracg, certain tgpes of decision making, and general knowledge have been found to
increase with age (Woodruff,1975).
Chronic health problems often accompang the aging process. However, normal aging does not
mean a declina in health. Todag's older workers are healthier than those in the past
(Morrison,l984). 0lder individuals rate their overall health as generallg good and actuallg
suffer fewer illnesses per gear than gounger people. However, nearlg all older people have at
least one chronic health condition, with athritis heading the list (Morrison, 1984). lt is not
reasonable to suggest that chronological age is a useful predictor of declines in health which have a
negative effect on work performance. Too mang variations in individual health are present to
suggest direct relationships between aging, poor health, and poor job performance (Morrison,
1984). lt should be emphasized that todag's older workers differ markedlg from those of previous

decades; theg are healthier and began working later than their predecessors, so the extension of
worklife mag not mean an actual lengtheni ng of career (Rosow and Zagar, 1981).
Research has shown that older workers are not subject to increased rates of accidents. A studg
surveging more than one million workers concluded that older workers have a lower accident rate
than gounger workers (Root, 1981).

_

ln general, older workers remain productive because theg maintein their output ard are less
wasteful, have longer tenure on the job, have fewer accidents, are more stable, logal, and
consistentlg responsible. Theg are more accustomed to working with little or no supervision.
These attributes often outweigh relativelg minor phgsical and psgchological limitations. ln most
jobs, experience and stabilitg are more important to productivitg than speed, phgsical strength,
or speed ofthinking (Morrison, 1984).
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Job Expectations of Older Workers

It is important for management to have an understanding of the job expectations which
influence the emplogment patterns of older workers. The following sections exami ne older worker
expectations involving; pagfbenefit compensation, work schedule preference, and retirement.

Pag/Benefit Compensation

The researchuexami ned in this subsection demonstrates that mang older workers would prefer
less emphasis on pag and more on fringe benefits. Andrews and Henrg {1964} found statistical
evidence to suggest that older workers would be willing to accept pag reductions in order to
achieve increased job securitg. Jurgenson (1978) found that as males age, pag and advancement
become less important, while fringe benefits, the compang, and the supervisor become more
important. Si milarlg, pag was less important for older females, while fringe benefits became
more important.
as follows:

Doering et al. (1933) summarizes the research in the area of pag compensation

As workers age, their preference for various tgpes of compensation shift.

Older

workers prefer increased retirement, medical and life insurance benefits. At the same time, their
preferences for pag and time awag from work declines. Older workers are less likelg to be
motivated bg pag for performance sgstems. Older workers place less value on pag and are less

likelg to view their efforts as leading to desi rable outcomes as gounger wor kers.
Work Schedule Preferences of Older Workers

Usher (1981) in a surveg of 333 older emplogees disclosed that 53% declare an interest
in delagi ng retirement if various work options are available. Continuing part-ti me in the same
job was the most popular work option. Usher {1981) concl uded that working part-time for part
of the gear was preferred onlg when accompanied bg pension related incentives for continued
work. Si milarlg, when base pag reduction was introduced as a condition of schedule modifications,

interest in these options diminished significantlg.

Harris {1981) in a surveg of 3,400

Americans found that three-fourths of the 55 and older work force would prefer some kind of
part·ti me paid work. High income older workers, no less than low income emplogees, show little
interest in total retirement. Copperman, Keast, and Montgomerg (1981} in a surveg of 1200
randomlg selected workers age 5O and over emploged in a high technologg compang found

_
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approximatelg two—thirds of emplogees would consider part-time work as a step between full
time work and retirement. The desi res for increased leisure and more time for familg activities
were the most commonlg cited reasons for the expressed interest in part-ti me work. In this studg

5O percent of the respondents are interested in a full-dag, part week schedule for the full gear.
Approximatelg 4O percent are interested in a part gear, part-time job. Older emplogees in
part-ti me jobs for part of the gear can provide emplogers with experienced workers to meet peak
or seasonal demands (i.e. the foodservice industrg ).

Although a large percentage of workers

surveged were interested in part-time work as a transitional step to full retirement, the number
might be larger if older workers were aware that part-time work was available (Copperman et
al. ,1981).
Bosworth and Holden (i983) surveged 5,806 Wisconsin state emplogees ages 55 and over
regarding under which conditions theg would delag their retirement begond the age that theg now
plan to retire. While a slight majoritg sag theg would delag retirement if theg could work
part-time, a large portion would delag retirement bg continui ng to work full-ti me. The authors
state that part-ti me work programs would allow a large portion to continue working. In fact about
a third actuallg delaged retirement when given the opportunitg to do so, and an identical

proportion of recent Wisconsin state retirees are achievi ng their desi re for a longer working life
bg working at other jobs after theg reti re (Bosworth and Holden, 1983).
Shkop (l_982) in a surveg of 288 managers and 425 blue collar workers (mean age, 57
gears) emploged in an industrial setting found that approximatelg 44 percent wanted part-ti me
emplogment.

Approximatelg 42% of the bluecollar workers specified a desire for job

modification which would reduce the phgsical strains of the job.

Shkop (l982} states that

the fact that mang of the surveg partici pants expressed a desi re to implement their selected job

modifications much earlier than age 65 suggests that job modifications should be seriouslg
considered not onlg as an alternative to retirement, but also as a tool to facilitate "second" and new
careers for older emplogees.
A U.5. Department of Labor (l98l) surveg found that more than one of everg five Americans
who retires returns to work at least part-ti me. Meng ofthe 22% of reti red people who go back to

work, take part-time jobs. Of people over 65 who are still emploged, about halfwork part-time.
Shkop and Shkop (l982) found a large proportion of U.5. workers would prefer to remain
emploged begond the age of pension eligibilitg. The authors determi ned that both white and blue
collar groups were interested in part-time work, longer vacations and seasonal emplogment .
Blue collar groups wanted to work fewer hours per dag.
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Morrison (1984) states that there is a developing trend in preferences of older workers for
part-time, post retirementemplogment. Therefore it is important for foodservice emplogers to
recognize these preferences. Older workers are concerned about their working hours, working
conditions, pag and benefits. Studies have indicated that the most important benefit for older

emplogees is some form of health insurance to assist in protecting them in the event of illness
‘
(Morrison,1984).

In 1980, 355,000 workers aged 55 and over, accounted for eight percent of all eating and
dri nking establishment emplogees, according the Census of Population. Vi rtuallg across the board,
food service operations utilizing older workers continue to report good results, with high and
consistent productivitg characterizing older emplogees (Morrison, 1984).

In future decades

emplogers will see a diminishtng stream of goung job applicants. Management mag be able to
maxi mize the productive capacities of an aging workforce through job modifications which include
part-time/part-gear work options for older workers.

Reti rement Expectations of Older Workers
Recent developments in the economg and in the health and life-stgles of Americans suggest that
the trend towards earlg retirement mag slow down and even reverse itself. A Harris (1979) poll
showed that about half of emplogees aged 50-64 intended to continue working begond the
conventional retirement age. While the 1978 amendment to the Age Oiscrimination and
Emplogment Act enables older workers to remain on their jobs until the age of 70, there are other
factors which mag compel older workers to do so including; proposed changes in the Social
Securitg Sgstem (ie. raising the eligibilitg age and making onlg partial edj ustments of benefits to
the consumer price index) which if adopted, mag neccessitate postponed retirement (Shkop,
1982). Later retirement can benefit organizations bg postponing the loss of valuable and highlg
experienced workers ( Reno, 1976)
Meier and Dittmer (1980) report that the Social Securitg earnings test was the single

greatest disincentive for continued emplogment of older workers.

Currentlg a worker is

permitted to earn $6,960 per gear without a reduction in social securitg benefits. For income
earned above $6,960, an individual will have the Social Securitg benefit reduced bg $1 for everg
$2 ofincome eerned. lndividuals over the age of 70 have no limit placed on their earned income,

but the limits do applg to those below the age of 70. This provides a powerful disincentive because
it amounts to a 50 percent tax on earned income (Reid, 1 985).
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The primarg sources of income for reti red workers are pensions and Social Securitg. There
is a general opinion that retirees must receive from 60 to 80 pcrcent of their
pre- retirement
income from the above noted income sources in order to mai ntain an adeguate standard of
living
(Doeri ng et al., 1983).
As workers age and near the end of their work careers, mang factors infl uence the
decision to

reti re earlier or later than anticipated. These demographic factors leading to a lower preference
for, or later retirement include; feeling gounger, having more dependents, having a high—level
or
more desirable occupation, being self emploged, and a lower desire for leisure {Doering
et

anlass).
There is evidence that the older one is, the later one prefers to retire (Eden and
Jacobson,
1976). Research suggests that simplg feeling gounger mag reduce the desire for
retirement
(Eden and Jacobson, 1976). There is an inverse relationship betweenthe number of
dependents
and retirement; that is the larger the number of dependents, the lower the retirement
intention
(Barfield and Morgan, 1970; Parnes and Nestel, 1975; Quinn, 1977).
A higher level of
education was related to planning to reti re or actuallg reti ring later (Barfield and Morgan, 1970;
Schmitt and Mcßune, 1981). The evidence for the relationship between marital status
and
retirement is mixed (Doering et al., 1983).
With respect to occupation, havinga higher level civil service position (Schmitt and McCune,
1981), along with being a professional emplogee were found to be related to later retirement.
Among British factorg workers, the more rigidlg fixed the work pattern, the greater
the
willingness to retire (Jacobson, 1972). These findings provide some support for those in higher
and more desirable occupations preferring later retirement ( Doeri ng et al., 1983). Doering
et
al. (1983) report that there is strong evidence of an association between expected pensions, social
securitg income, and net assets being related to earlier retirement. Parnes and Nestel (1975)
in
a longitudinal studg found that individuals with $25,000 or more in in assets, were more likelg
to
retire.
The evidence that poor health is related to retirement is relativelg strong (Parnes and
Nestel,1975,1981; Quinn, 1981). Retirernent is positivelg associated with poor health status.
Quinn (1981) postulates that health and retirement income are the most important factors
in the
decision to retire. However the nature of the job and the conditions under which the
work is
performed do influence the retirement decision, especiallg among those with health
limitations.
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Quinn (1981) defined stress, strength (involving heavy work),
physical (climbing,
balancing,kneeling, crawling, and stoopi ng), and bad working conditions
(extreme heat and cold,
wet or humid conditions, noise, dust, poor ventilation, etc.) as attributes judged
to be unfavorable,
thus are associated with increased labor force withdrawal.

Organizational factors that have been studied relative to retirement include; the amount
ofwork,
co-workers, job strain, job tension/stress, and extrinsic rewards (pay) (Doering
et al.
1%*3). Barfield and Morgan (1970) found that the amount of work performed
was positively
related to the retirement decision. variables such as the nature of
the work itself, job
commitment and job satisfaction are potential important moderators of this
relationship and are
discussed in greater detail in section e2.4.
Co-worker relations were not significantly related to the desi re to reti re in
two studies on
male factory workers (Jacobson, 1974; Eden and Jacobson,1976).
However female factory
workers whose real friends were workmates, were more reluctant to reti re
than when friends

were outside the worksite (Jacobson, 1974).
In regard to job strain, there is evidence suggesting a positive relationship
between job
strain and a greater willingness to retire (Jacobson, 1972b). For job stress
and tension, two
studies found that subjects with more job tension and stress expressed a
greater preference for
retirement (Eden and Jacobson,1976;Jacobson and Eran, 1980),
In studies examining pay/extrinsic rewards, greater earnings were associated
with later
probability of retirement (Barfield and Morgan, 1978; Parnes and Nestel, 1981).
lt appears
greater earnings is strongly associated with later reti rement. Doering et al. (1983)
summarize
the numerous retirement studies by stating the factors for which the evidence was
strongest for
explaining an employees willingnesa to continue working or to retire. These
factors were
financial status, as represented by expected pensions, social security income, and
net assets;

education, and job satisfaction. for educationand job satisfaction, the higher the amount, the
lnwe[_#the_,,lü<elj_hog_that the employee preferred retirement or actually reti red. For
financial
status, those with higher status were more likely to retire early. There is also
consistent
evidence that poor health and lower pay were related to earlier retirement. Employees
with the

desi re for leisure,greater growth needs, and lower work commitment
were more likely to reti re.
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When considering the retirement fi ndi ngs in general, retirement is most likelg to occur to
those emplogees whose work expereince was less satisfactorg. Factors potentiallg leading to
earlg
retirement include ; lower pag and job satisfaction, more job strain, tension , str•ss,health, and
to a lesser extent, having a spouse. Health mag be more of a factor, particuarlg
in the lower
occupations with less education (Jaffe,19?2) because this is where more health risks are

expected.

Section 2.4: Job Attitude:

In this section the relationship between age and work attitudes are presented. Ooeri ng et
al.

(1983) defined values as "representingla person's idea as to what is right, good,
ordesirable".
Values therefore help to explain the attitudes that individuals hold concerning their jobs.
ltbeen
demonstrated that olderworkers place less emphasis on extrinsic rewards such as moneg

than gounger workers, while older emplogees value the importa_nee__e[_fri_ends, and place increased
emphasis on qualitg of work produced (Cherrington, 1979). Older workers partiepate in
the
labor force in large part based on need satisfaction. A: individuals grow older,
the importance of
securitg, esteem, and affiliation increase while self-actualization decrease (Doeri ng etal.,1983).
Job satisfaction and organizational commitment are the specific work attitudes that this
research
will examine. Job satisfection is a positive or pleasurable emotional state resulti ng from one‘s
job or job experience (Locke, 1976).

Doering

et al. (1983) provide a well organized

perspective with regard to satisfaction and the older worker. The following in large measure
reflects this perspective.
There are three major causal models of job satisfaction which specifg that an individuals
gagsgiction is dependent on an interactionbetween the persenand the envjgromjneot. Mcßlelland et
al, (1953) states that job satisfaction is a function of the discrepancg between what an individual
expects from hlslor her work environment, and what he or she attains. According to Porter
(1962) in a second theorg, need fulfillment is the keg determinant of job satisfaction; namelg job

satisfaction results from the fulfilment ofan individuals needs. Finallgit has been argued that it
is not the discrepancg between what a person attains and what the person needs or expects
that

infl uences job satisfaction, but rather the dgc_r_epa@g__b_e§_6~eep_w_hat___t,he»pe_rso_n_val_uesgoprwwafnts
(Doering et a1.,1983).

U
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Measures of job satisfaction will be discussed in two ways; 1. overall
(global) satisfaction
and 2. job satisfaction in relation to job facets. These facets will
include; work itself, promotion,
pay, benefits, recognition, satisfaction with supervision and co-workers
and working conditions.
Employees who express high overall job satisfaction are less likely to
leave the job (Porter and

Steers,1973; Mobley, 1979).

While the theory that satisfaction causes performance is

unsubstantiated, satisfaction may contribute to productivity in the following
ways: A company
with satistied employees becomes known as a good place to work, hence job
applicants will be
attracted to the organization. Therefore the organization will be able to
select highly qualified
personnel (Quinn, Stains, Mcßullogh, 1974). Doering et al. (1983) state that satisfaction
may
improve group or organizationalproductivity through teamwork and communication.
There is overwhelming empirical support that overalljob satisfaction is
positively associated
QQQLQQB (Doering et al., Table A·3 pp 210-222, 1983). Siassi, Crocetti, and Spi ro
(1975), in
a sample of 558 blue collar workers, reported that wqrkers over
,40 years old had higher levels of

jogaatiafaetton than those under 40 reoardless of tenure on the job. Near, Rice, and Hunt(1978)
looked at the relationship between age,_occupational level, and overall satisfaction.
Anal yses of the
data indicated that occupational level and age were the strongestdpredictors of
job satisfaction. In a
study looking at job satisfaction of hospital food service di rectors, age was
found to be a significant
predictor of overall job satisfaction ( l*‘1cNeil, Yaden, and Yaden, 1981).
Yiialsh (1983) demonstrated that older employees working in a foodsaltvice
setting were

significantly more satisfied in both extrinsic and intrinsic satisfaction measures. Doering et
al.
(1983) state there is strong evidence supporting both a pgejtiygeasaeciatidontbetween
age and
overall job satisfaction and satisfaction with work itself. These relationshi ps are
found in both
bivariate and multi eriate studies. Studies show there are naagerelated. differences in
satisfaction with pay, promotions, supervision and co-workers; therefore
it appears that the
overall increase in job satisfaction associated with age is in large part a retlection
of the increase
in satisfaction with the nature of the job (Doering et al., 1983). However, this
view
hass_up_gort.
Schwab and Heneman (1977a) reported a positive association between age and intrinsic
satisfaction in blue collar workers, while extrinsic satisfaction was non-significant. Arvey
and
Dewhi rst (1979) in a sample of scientists and engineers report exactly opposite
results. Fi nally
Andrisani, Appelbaum, Koppel, and Miljus (1978) reported that workers who were
more
satisfied with their jobs were most likely to report intrinsic rewarda versus extrinsic
rewards as

their most preferred job aspect.
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In summarg, glder workera have eonaistentlg expres$ed,_g_reg_teroverall satisfaction than
j<g_r;g2

There is some indication that aatiafaction with

(intrineic),
demonstrablg higher for older emplogees, is the major influence on the higher levels of
expressed
job satisfaction (Doering et al., 1983). There are no consistent differencee
found between older
and gounger workers with regard to satiafaction with pag, promotion,
eupervision, and
co-workers (Doering et al., 1983).
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The Relationship Between Satisfaction and Turnover/Reti rement
Emplogee turnover mag have potentiallg detri mental consequences to an organization, Oosts
of
turnover include those associated with the recruitment, replacement, and training of
persolnnel
(Mirvis and Lawler, 1977). Additionallg, work qualitg and quantitg mag suffer ifthere are
large
numbers of inexperienced workers on the job as a result of high turnover (Doering et al.,
1983).
Twentg—five of 31 bivariate analgses reviewed bg Rhodes (1983) reported the existence
of a
negative reletiegehipwbetween age and turnover. Organizational commitment, job
satisfaction, the

peebabilitgef findingan acceptable alternative, intention to search, and, thinking of g_gi_tti~nglr_g·e
°(‘l§f}9__§'l€lHl§@¢0l.¤9.Y¤flQUQ batvean aaa and wrnavar ( Rnndaa„ 1985)Yroom (1964) reported a conststent negative relationship between job satisfaction
and the

propensitg to leave an organization. Vroom interpreted the findings concerning job satisfaction
and turnover as being related to the expectancg/valence theorg of motivation. In essence,
emplogees who are highlg attracted to their jobs are subject to motivational forces to remain in

them, resulti ng in increased tenure.

.

Overall job satisfaction, along with satisfaction with different job components are legiti mate
workplace concerns because of the consequences of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Major studies
have demonstrated that workers who express higheyerall (jet; eatiefaction are less likelg to
leave
the organization (turnover) than those expressing low satisfaction (Mobleg et al., 1979;
Porter
and Steers, 1973; Steers and Rhodes, 1978).
Mobleg et al.'s (1978) ¤9D¢9.Pl_U¤l_,n;odel has great utilitg for explaining the relationship

between age end__tu,rinover. Accordi ng to the model, older, longer-tenured workers are less likelg
ta leavektlheorganization due to the fact theg are moregsatisfied with their jobs, and theg believe
there is a low probabilitg of fi ndi ng an acceptable alternative. Mobleg et al. (1978) examined the
precursors of hospital emplogee turnover, and found significant relationships between job
satisfaction and the thought of quitting, but not actual turnover. Mobleg (1977) et al. suggested
that one of the primarg consequences of job dissatisfaction is to stimulate thoughts of guitting
{intention to quit). Mobleg et al. (1978) evaluating a heuristic model of emplogee turnover,
surveged 203 hospital emplogees. Their questionnaire included measures of general and facet job
satisfaction, thoughts about guitti ng, the intention to quit, and the perceived probabilitg of fi ndi ng

another job. Thinking of quiting was measured on a 5-point, verballg anchored scale from verg
unlikelg (1) to certain (5). Results from the Mobleg etal. (1978) studg indicate that "intention
te_quit" exhibited the gnlg significant coefticient for thinking of quitting, but exhibited _rLo

‘
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significant direct effect on turnover. Mobley et al. (1978) state that an understanding of the
psychology of the withdrawal process must consider cognitive and behavioral phenomena in
addition to the effective experience of job satisfaction. The authors further state that research
designs which assess the possible interelations among satisfaction, commitment, intention (to
quit), and turnover would appear to be particularly useful.

» Schmitt and McCune (1982) examined the relationship
between job attitudes and the decision
to retire in 530 state civil service ¢mPl0£I€¢3- The results of their statistical analysis indicated
that job attitudes and financial variables contributed significantly to the prediction of retirement
status. Health was not a statistically s_ig_nificant factor. Employees in low-level, less satisfying
jobs will retire if their financial situation allows.
There is consistent support for the
relationship between job dissatisfaction and preference for, or actual retirement (Barfield and
Morgan, 1970; Eden and Jacobson, 1976; Parnes and Nestel, 1975; Jacobson and Eran, 1980).
Schmitt and Mcßune (1981) found that other factors combined—»¢ith,setisfaction (including
feedback from others, and job i nvolvement), added meaningfully to the prediction of retirement,
even when entered into the discriminant analysis following demographic, health and financial

variables (Doering et al., 1983). Work commitment was significantly related to retireme_nt. The T‘
greater the commitment, the less likely men in the sample retired (Parnes and Nestel, 1975).
Hulin (1965) investigated the impact of job satisfaction on turnover among female clerical
workers. Using the Job Descriptive Index, Hulin found significant satisfaction score differences
between workers who remained in the job and employees who left. These fi ndings raised questions
as to the possibility of reducing this turnover by increasing a worker's level of satisfaction on the
E
job.
eg 0lder

workers

are less likely than younger workers to leave an organization. Evidence

suggests that higher overall job satisfaction and a lower esti mate of the probability of finding an
accepiable,_aß_ernettve account for _these _fi,pdj,ngs (Doering et al., 1983). The role of overall
satisfaction is therefore important but it gives little direction as to the precursors of
satisfaction/dissatisfaction. In addition, it does not specify the roots of dissatisfaction that must be
changed in an effort to reduce the turnover. The Minnesota.Satisfaction Cluestionnai re looks more
closely at the various factors of the work situation as they potentially relate to the propensity to

withdraw.
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The Minnesota Satisfaction üuestionairre (M50)
The theory behind the M50 is based on the construct that each person seeks
to achieve and
maintain correspondence with his or her environment. Correspondence
with the environment at
work can be described in terms of the individual fulfilling the
requirements of his or her
environment (satisfactoriness), and the work environment fulfilling the
requirements of the
individual (satisfaction) (Weiss et al., 1976).
The M50 consists of 100 items designed to assess satisfaction with 20 separate
aspects of the
work environment (called work rgforcers) that pertain to 20_p_yschologicsl
needs. These 20
needs are; ability utilization, achievement, activity, advancement,
authority, company policies
and practices, compensation, co-workers, creativity, independence,
moral values, recognition,
responsibility, security, social service, social status, supervision
- human relations,
supervision · technical, variety, and working conditions. The respondent rates
each item on a 5
point scale ranging from °'l~lot Satisfied "(the aspect is much lower than
expected ) to 'Extremely

5atisiied' (the aspect is much better than expected). The M50 reports reliability and.v§ali.dity
data
lndicatlng that the instrument is appropriate for use in both research and
practice (Dawis end
Lofquist, 1984).
The M50 measures intrinsic, extrinsic and overall {general) satisfaction. A
twenty item short
form of the M50 is also available. Weiss et al. (1967) report Hoyt
internal reliabiltty
coefticients for the 20 item M50 as follows: lntrinsic Satisfaction, median
0.86, range 0.84 to
0.9l;

Extrinsic Satisfaction, median 0.80, range 0.77 to 0.82; and General
Satisfaction,
median 0 90, range 0.87 to 0.92. Test retest reliability was reported as
·
0.89 after one week,
and 0.70 across one year. The M50 appears to yield a sound measure of
overall job satisfaction
(Cook et al., 1976).
Walsh (1982) administered the M50 to workers employed at university
foodservice
operations in the midwest. The M50 was used to measure intrinsic job
satisfaction, extrinsic job
satisfaction, and overall (general) satisfaction. Walsh demonstrated that M50
mean score
differenceß Wife siggnificantfor intrinsic satisfaction only, with the smallest food service
recording, the<_,highest, and the largest food service operation recording the
lowest intrinsic
satisfaction scores. Walsh states that these fi ndi ngs are generally consistent
with other rwearch

and understandable

considering

that the individual working in a small organization

will

frequently enjoy greater variety, independence, responsibility, and opportunity
for creativity and
utilization of one's abilities.
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Walsh (1982) reported that the satisfaction levels of college
graduates were considerablg
less than those with less than a college degree. Job level
provided the greatest mean score
differences on all satisfaction measures. Extrinsic factors were more
important to individuals

near the bgtgmgofthe hierarchg and intrinsic factors were more
important to those at higher
~

levels. Walsh found significant MSG mean score differences for
tenure in the occupation with
räiect to intrinsic and general satisfaction measures onlg.
Emplogees with ten or more gears
in food service show the greatest intrinsic satisfaction. Hang of
these emplogees were females,
older and tended to occupg mang of the higher level positions.
Female foodservice emplogees were

signiticantlgmore satisfied than male workers on all three satisfaction measures. lt was observed
that females occupied a greater proportion of production and service
positions which also include
more above-entrg positions.
Un the other hand, male workers were emploged in the
warewashing and storekeeping positions which some believe conaist of less
desirable tasks, less
opportunities for creativitg, and activities removed from the final product
and the customers

(Walsh, 1982).

Schwab and Heneman (1977) utilized the 20 item scale ofthe MSG to studg

350 workers emploged at a consumer goods firm.

Results of the studg indicated that the

relationship between age and satisfaction with extri nsic di mensions were
not significant for either
males or females. lt is hgpothesized that there are consistent,
positive age—satisfaction
relationships onlg in terms of intrinsic aspects of work. lntrinsic outcomes
are thought to be
internallg administered. Thus, if i ncreasing age generall g is associated
with greater adj ustment to
structured activitg such as work, one might expect consistent positive
relationships between
satisfaction with intrinsic outcomes and age. Alternatelg, extrinsic
outcomes are under the
control of the emploging organization, and therefore will varg from one
organization to another.
.-as a consequence, there mag be no particular reason to expect that
satisfaction with extrinsic
outcomes and the variable, age, will be related in a consistant fashion
across organizations
(Schwab and Heneman, 1977).
.
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Organizational Commitment

The concept of organizational commitment relates to the relative
strength of an lndlvldual 's
identification with and involvement in an organization (Doering et al., 1983).
according to

Porter et al. (1974), a highlg committed member of an organization has a strong
belief in and
acceptance of the organization's goals and values, is willing to exert effort
on behalf of the
organization, and has a strong desi re to remain in the organization.
Commitment bg emplogees ls important to the organization for the following reasons.
First,
commitment is a better predictor of turnover than is job satisfaction (Koch and
Steers, 1978;
Mowdag et al., 1979; Porter et al., 1974). Second, several studies indicatethat
highlgcommitted
emplogees mag perform better than less committed ones (Mowdag et al., 1979;
Porter et al.,
1974; Steers, 1977). Rhodes (1983) reports the results of 17 bivariate analgses
which have
found older workers to be more committed to the organization than gounger workers.
Steers ( 1977) states that a common theme that runs through commitment
studies is the
notion of exchange theorg ( Hrebniak and al utto, 1972). lndividuals come to
organizations with
certain needs, desi res, skills, and expect to find a work environment where theg can
utilize their
abilities and satisfg mang oftheir basic needs. When the organization provides such
a vehicle, the
likelihood of increasing commitment is apparentlg enhanced. When the organization
is not
dependable, however, or where lt falls to provide emplogees with challenging
and meaningful
tasks, commitment levels tend to di mi nish (Steers,1977). Bateman and Strasser
(1981) used a
longitudinal studg to assess organizational commitment of 129 nursingemplogees.
Organizational
commitment was found to be antecedent to job satisfaction rather than an outcome of
it. The
authors state that perhaps emplogees become committed to the organization before
attitudes of
satisfaction can meaningfullg emerge. The authors state that if further research
can reveal
aspects of commitment that the organization can influence directlg, positive
behavioral
consequences, including increased emplogee satisfaction mag result.
The Organizational Commitment Ouestionnai re (OCO)
The OCO developed bg Mowdag et al. (1979) was utilized in this research. For purposes
of

instrument development, the authors define organizational commitment as the relative
strength of
an individual's identification with and i nvolvement in a particular organization.
lt is
characterized bg at least three related factors: 1) a strong belief in and acceptance of
the
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organization's goals and values; 2) a willingness to exert considerable
effort on behalf of the
organization; and 5) a strong desire to maintain membership in the
organization. As an attitude,
commitment differs from the concept of job satisfaction in several wags.
Commitment is more
global, reflecting a general effective response to either one's job or to
certain aspects of one's job.
Therefore, commitment emphasizes attachment to the organization, while
satisfaction emphasizes
the specific task environment where an emplogee performs his or
her duties (Mowdag et al.,

19*29).
In developing the OCQ instrument, 15 items were identified that embraced
the three aspects of
the definition of commitment stated above (Mowdag et al., 1979). The
response format utilized a
7 point Likert scale. Results are summed and divided bg 15 to arrive ata
summarg indication of
emplogee commitment (Appendix A). Several items were neqativelg phrased
and reverse scored
in an effort to reduce response bias. A validation strategg was devised
utilizing multiple and
diverse samples to examine the psgchometric properties of the UCQ.
Validitg and reliabilitg data
for various tgpes of emplogees in different environments (including
hospital service emplogees)
were determi ned which bear out the strength of the instrument. Strong
evidence was demonstrated
for both the internal consistencg and test - retest reliabilitg of the OCQ.
Evidence also is
presented for acceptable levels of convergent, discriminant, and predictive
validitg (Mowdag et
al., 1979).

OCQ Predictive Validitg For Turnover
Evidence for the predictive validitg of the UCI] was demonstrated bg
consistent relationships in
the predicted direction between commitment and measures of emplogee
turncver, absenteeism,
tenure in the organization, and performance on the job. The theorg underlging
the commitment
construct suggests that highlg committed emplogees will be less likelg to
leave their jobs
(Mowdag et al., 1979), and hence evidence for a consistent inverse
commitment-turnover
relationship emerges (Porter and Steers, 1975). The predictive power of the
UCQ vis-a-vis
subsequent job turnover has been supported bg five studies (Mowdag,
unpublished; Steers, 1977;

Porter et al., 1974; Steers et al.,1977; Porter et al., 1976).
The preceding studies examined the predictive value of the UCE}. In the studies,
the theorg
underl gi ng the commitment construct suggests that highlg committed
emplogees will be less likelg

to leave their jobs (turnover).

‘

·
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Subjects in an unpublished study (Mowday et al., 1979)
employed in six governmental
agencies were given the DCQ. Agencies participating in the study
included hospitals and social
services. Another study used a sample of 119 scientists and
engineers employed by a major
independent research laboratory. A variety of technical and
administrative personnel were
sampled (Steers, 1977). A study conducted by Steers (1977)
examined 382 employees in a
large midwestern hospital. Employees in this study work in a
variety of positions including:
service work; clerical; nursing; and administration. Porter et al.
(1974) adminiatared the UCE!
to two classes of psychiatric technicians who worked in a
major west coast hospital for the
mentally retarded. A longitudinal study of management trainees in
a large national retail sales

organization was conducted by Porter et al. (1976).

The predictive power of the UCQ

demonstrated significant correlations between commitment and
turnover in the 5 studies above.
Bluedorn (1982) did not find a signiticant direct relationship
between age and turnover
intention.

However, he did report a significant indirect effect through job
satisfaction and
organizational commitment. Hence evidence suggests that older workers
are lass likely to have an
intention of leaving the organization than are younger workers
(Rhodes, 1983).
Strong support was found for the proposition that commitmant is
associated with increases
in an employee's decision and intent to remain with an organization,
and therefore is i nversely
related to turnover (Steers, 1977). This finding is supported by
divergent samples (Koch and
Steers, 1976; Porter et al., 1974) and suggests that one of the
most significant outcomae of
increased commitmant is a more stable labor force (Steers, 1977).

Summary of the Review of Literature
In summary, demographic statistics clearly show that growth of the
middle—age and older
workforce will be the most important labor force development over the
next two decades. Human

resource managers will need information on the older worker to effectively
integrate them into the
fge(g:_ef_,t.he,__foadservice setting. This research provides information on work
attitudes, work
schedule preferences, physical and pyschological characteristics, and
turnover/retirement
intentions of older workers in the institutional foodservice industry.
Additionally, demographic
shifts may create a labor shortage in the foodservice industry in the years
ahead. As the number of
younger workers sharpl y decli na, older wor.kqrs may
come.to.the..forefroht..§§.a viabl.@.]_§bor__ferce.
This research may help guide managers in the development and implementation
of an integrated
set of human resource policies for an aging workforce.

Chapter 3
METHGDGLGGY

A developing foodservice labor shortage in some oeographical areas has potential for
retardi ng

the long-term growth of the foodservice industry. However, recruitment and retention of older
workers could be a major factor in controlling this problem. If older workers are to serve
this
purpose effectively, foodservice managers will need to know what job conditions influence
older
WFK§f5¥¢¢¢>l$l¤¤8 to 8¢¤¢P1 ,l0b$,.¢Il§@_j0b3, andreti.re„.premature1,y. Therefore the major
purpose of this study is to obtain information from current older foodservice workers to permit
the determi nation of how various aspects of their jobs affect job satisfaction and commitment,
and
thus intention to remain on the job.

'
Supportive Issues of Methodology

The Minnesota Satisfaction Guestionnaire (MSG) is an outgrowth of the work adjustment

project at the Industrial Relations Center at the University of Minnesota. Based on Weiss et al ‘s.
(1967) research, it has been demonatrated that satisfaction is a measurable indicator of
work
adj_ugt_ment„ The MSG is a primary indicator of work adjustment. The MSG instrument makes
it
feasible to obtain an individualized picture of worker satisfaction.

This individualized
measurement is useful because two individuals may express the same amount of general
satisfaction with their work but for entirely different reasons. For example, one individual may
be satisüed with his/her work because it allows him/her to satisfy needs for
independence and
security. Another employee who is equally satisfied with work is able to satisfy needs
for
creativity, ability utilization, and acheivement for example (Weiss et al. ,1967). The MSG
measures satisfaction with several different aspects of the work environment, takes a relatively
short time to administer, is easy to read, and meets accepted standards for reliabilty and validity.
The survey method was chosen for this research due to the fact the MSCI queationnaire makes
it
feasible to obtain an individualized picture of worker satisfaction. In addition, survey research

methodology allowed the researcher to assess a large number of older workers in a short period of
time.
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In previous studies, Hoyt reliability coefficients for the 20 question
MS0 demonstrates

inter/gaLcg_n_sj§gnc_yssf

survey. In general, the reliability coefficients obtai ned are high for

the MSCI. For the intrinsic satisfaction scale, the coefficients ranged
from .84 to .91. For the

extrinsic satisfaction scale, the coefficients ranged from .77 to .82. On
the general satisfaction
scale the coefficients ranged from .87 to .92. Median reliability
coefficients were .86 for
intrinsic satisfaction, .80 for extrinsic satisfaction, and .90 for general
satisfaction (Weiss et al.,

1967). Since the short-form of the M30 is based on a subset ofthe long—form
items, validity for
the short—form may in part be inferred from validity for the
long—form. Analysis ofthe MS0 data
has yielded good evidence of construct validity (Weiss et al.,1967). Scale
intercorrelations for
the M30 indicate high coefticients for correlations between the
intrinsic, extrinsic, and general
satisfaction.

Based on the work of Porter et al. (1974) the concept oforganizational
commitment relates to
the relative strength of a worker's identification with and
involvement in an organization.

According to'Porter et al. (1974), a highly committed worker has a
strong belief in and
acceptance of the organi2ation's goals and values, is willing to
exert effort on behalf of the
organization, and has a strong desi re to remain in the organization.
Having committed employees is important to the organization for the
following reasons:
1. Studies by Howday et al. (1979) and Steers (1977) indicate
that organizational commitment

is associated with lower absenteeism.
2. Commitment is a predictor ofturnover (Koch and Steers, 1978, Mowday et al.
, 1979, Porter
et al., 1974).
I
5. Research suggests that highly committed employees my perform
better than less committed
employees (Mowday et al.1979; Porter et al., 1974; Steers, 1977).
The Organizational Commitment Ouestionnai re (OCC!) as developed by Porter
and his colleaques
(1974) measures employee commitment to work organizations. Based
on a series of studies
among 2,565 employees in nine divergent organizationa, satisfactory
test-retest reliabilities and
internal consistency reliabilities were found. In addition, cross-validated
evidence of acceptable
levels of predictive, convergent, and discri mi nati ng validity emerged for
the instrument
(Howday et al., 1979).
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General Hypotheses
Turnover via retirement ( retirement intention) was a
principal concern of this research due
to the developing foodservice labor shortage with its potential
for retarding long—term growth of
the industry. Retirement intention will be presented as the
dependent variable.
Pgedictors or independent variables hypothesized to influence
retirement intention included

the following:
I. Overall satisfaction (measured by the 2O variables of the
MSG).
2. Intrinsic satisfaction (measured by the I2 items ofthe MSC!).
3. Extrinsic satisfaction (measured by the 6 items MSG).
4. Employee health status.
5. Organizational commitment.
6. The opportunity to work part-time.

7. Financial status of older workers.
8. Educational level of the older worker.
9. Jobtenure.
I O. Career tenure with current foodservice department.
I I. Overall tenure in foodservices.
I2. Age.
I3. Employee perception of working conditions.
I4. Perception of physical demands of the job.
I5. Perception of stress demands of the job.

I6. Perception of strength demands of the job.
I?. Gender.
I8. Marital status.
I 9. Communication of retirement options from management to employees.
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Operational Hupotheses to be be Tested in this Studg
The research questions and the corresponding operational
hupotheses studied are stated below.

Fi nallu the operational questions of the research instrument are
stated.
Research Question I:

ls turnover/retirement intention or desire to leave the
job affected or predicted bg job
satisfaction (Job satisfaction includes the components;
intrinsic, extrinsic, and overall job
satisfaction) ?
Hgpothesis I:
Ulurnover/retirement intention is not significantlu affected or predicted
bu job satisfaction.

Operational questions relating to reseach question I and research
hupothesis I;
The following operational questions addressed the dependent
variable,
turnover/retirementintention.
The predictor (independent) variables were the intrinsic,
extrinsic, and overall
satisfaction score on the ZU questions of the MSQ.
Q-41. "I would never delag retirement“
I

2

3

DISAGREE

TEND T0

TEND TU

(0)

DISAGREE

AGREE

(Tb)

(TA)

4

5

AGREE

(A)

NU UPINION

( M 0)

Q-42. "I would delau retirement past the age that l now plan to
reti re ifl could work part—time".
I
2
3
4
5

(D)

(lb)

(TA)

(A)

(NO)

—
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0- 43. °'I would delag retirement bg working part-time onlg if I could
maintain mg present level
of benefits (including health insurance).
I

(0)

2

3

4

5

(io)

(TA)

(A)

(wo)

Q- 44. "I would delau retirement past the age that I now plan to
reti re if mg present job continues
asia".
I

(0)

2

(ro)

3

(TA)

4

(A)

5

( I1 0)

’
0-45.

"I would delag retirement past the age that I now plan to retire if
the job was made less

stressful'.

I
(D)

2
(TD)

3

4

(TA)

(A)

S
(N 0)

Q- 46. 'Would uou consider working part-time following retirement
from gour present job?
I. Yes
2. No
3. Possiblg

Research Question 2:
Is turnover/retirement intention or desire to leave the job affected
or predicted bg
organizational commitment?

Hgpothesis 2:
Turnovervf retirement intention or desire to leave the job is not significantlg
affected or
predicted bu organizational commitment.
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Operationa} questions relating to reseach question 2 and
research hgpothesis 2:
The same operationa} questions dealing with reti rement as
outlined di rectlg above addressed the
dependent variable turnover/retirement. These were correlated
with in the scores on the
Organizational Commitment Ouestionnai re (independent variable).

Research Ouestion 3:

Are such factors as perceived poor working conditions,
phgsical demands of the job, strength
demands of the job, job stress, financial status upon retirement, age,
gender, income level, job
title, supervisorg responsihilities, marita} status, number of
gears in foodservices, number of
gears emploged bg current i nstitution, gears in current position,
communication of retirement
options from management to emplogee, education, and
personal health related to
turnover/retirement intention or desi re to delag retirement bg working
part—ti me?
Hgpothuis 3:
Turnover/ retirement intention or desire to delag retirement bg
working part-time is not
significantlg affected or predicted bg the above designated work variables
inherent in foodservices
as well as the personal variables listed above.
This hgpothesis is further operationalized bg the following hgpotheses
(note operational questions
follow each hgpotheses):

3.}.

Turnoverf retirement intention is not signiücantlg related to perceived
poor working
conditions.

O- 39. This next question deals with working conditions. Bad working conditions
involve extreme
heat or cold, wet or humid conditions, noise, and/or poor ventilation.
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Respond to the following statement.

¤<>¤d“
1

(D}

'The working conditions in the foodservice department
are

2

3

4

5

(TD)

(TA)

(A)

(N 0)

3.2.

Turnover/retirement intention is not significantlg related
to perceived high phgsical
demands ofthe job.

ü—38. This question deals with the phgsical nature of the job.
Phgsical is described as involvi ng
phgsical activities such as climbing, stooping, kneeling,
croutching, handling, or reaching.
Respond to the following statement. ' The phgsical demands of mg
job are reasonable'.

1

2

to)

(io)

3

4

5

(TA)

(A1

tn 0)

3.3. Turnover/retirement intention is not significantlg
related to perceived high levels of job
stress.
Q- 36. This question deals with uour feelinqs
involving job stress. Job stress here is defined as
performing adequatelg under stress when confronted with the critical
or unexpected.
Respond to the following statement. “Un mg present job, there is
a tolerable level of stress".
_

1

2

3

(D)

(TD)

(TA)

4

5

(A)

(N 0)

3.4. Turnover/retirement intention is not significantlg related
to financial status.
IJ-50 Upon retirement mu financial status will be secure"
1

to)

2

(ip)

3

4

tm)

(A)

5

tuhcsmlmi
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3.5. Turnover/retirement intention is not significantlg
related to educational level.
0-65. What is the highest level of education that gou have
completed?
l. Noformal education.
2. Less than high school.
3. Completed high school.
4. Some college.

5. College graduate (2 gear degree)
6. College graduate (4 gear degree or higher).
3.6. Turnoverf retirement intention is not significantlg
related to perceived qualitg of personal
health.
0- 40. How would gou rate gour health status?
I. Poor

„

2. Fatr
3. Good
4. Excellent

3.7.

Turnover/retirement intention is not significantlg related to the
perceived amount of
phgsical strength involved in the job.

0-37.

in regard to the amount of strength involved in gour job,
which response below best
describes gour job?
Respond to the following statement below. °'l*lg job does not
involve verg heavg work."
1
2
3
4
5

(0)

3.8.

(To)

(TA)

(A)

(no)

Turnover/retirement intention is mt significantlg related to the level
of management
reaponsibilitg the emplogee has on the job.
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0- 65.

In terms of management responsibilities, which response below
best describes gour
current job?
1. Non-supervisorg responsibilities.
2. Supervisorg responsibilities.

5.9. Turnover/retirement is not significantlg related to the
emplogees job position within the
foodservice department.

0-66. Which response below best describes gour current job title?
1. Production worker (i.e. cook, pre- preparation, salad room, etc).
2. Service worker (i.e. serve on cafeteria andfor trag line, etc).

5. Warewashing (dishwash, potwash, etc).
4. Storekeeping
5. Clerical, dietarg aid, etc

V

5.10. Turnover/retirement is not significantlg related to the
emplogees current income .
0~62. 0verall, how well does uour current income meet gour needs?
1. Not at all well.
2. 0nlu slightlu well.
5. Moderatelg well.
4. Well.
5. Yerg well.

5.1 1. Turnover/retirement is not siqnificantlu related to the emplogees
sex.
58.
Your sex (circle the number of gour answer)?
01. Male
2. Female
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3.12.

Turnover/retirement intention is not significantly related to current
marital status

(0-59).

3.13. Turnover/retirement intention is not significantly related to present
age (Q-60).
3.t4. Turnoverfretirement intention is not significantly related to
the institutions policy of
informing employees of potential alternatives to reti rement.
0- 53. Please respond to the following statement. "My employer actively lets me know of
potential
alternatives to retirement (i.e. part—ti me work, etc)?

1

2

3

4

5

tb)

(io}

tm)

(A)

tu oo nor know}

3.15. Turnover/retirement intention is not signiflcantly related to the
employee's number of
years employed in the foodsevice department.

(0-55).

3.16. Turnover/retirement intention is not significently related to the
number of years employee
has worked in present position.

(0-54)
3.17. Turnoverfretirement intention is not significantly related to the
number of years the
employee has worked in foodservices over his/her lifeti me.

(0-56).
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Description of Methods

Population and Sample

Nonmanagement level hospital and collegefuniversity foodservice workers age 55 and over

were surveyed. Hospital employees were selected from corporate rosters__provided by a
major
°

contract foodservice company. College and university employees were selected from the
roster of

the National Association of College and University Food Services (NACUFS).
industry employment indicates that out of
approximately

4.'„·‘

Distribution of

million foodservice employees in the U.S.,

225,000 workcrs are employed in institutional

feeding

(NRA,

1986).

College/universityandwhospital foodservices comprise a significant portion of the institutional

sector. Giventhat approximately 15% 0fthe U.S. population is 55 and over (Doeri ng, 1985), it
is estimated that there are approximately

25,000 individuals 55 and over are employed in

institutional foodservices.
In the data analysis it was important to collect data on the non- respondents to determine if

their responses differed from the sample respondents. This is discussed in chapter 4.

lnstrumentation

In order to adequatel y answer the research questions, the instrument was designed to address
all of the previously stated research questions. The survey instrument was comprised of
six
T„e
sections.
first section was the 20 question Minnesota Satisfaction liluestionnai re. The second
section consisted of the 15 question ürganizationsl Commitment Questionnaire. The third section
included questions on the work environment. The fourth section was composed of questions
concerning retirement intentions. The tifth section included related questions on financial status,
satisfaction, and tenure in the organization.
questionnai re is presented in Appendix A.

The final section obtained demographic data. The
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Questionnai re Pretest

The prestest was conducted during the month of March, l_9S6.
eval uated in three stages.

The questionnaire was

lnitiallg colleaques in the hotel, restaurant, and i nstitutional

management EHRIM) profession, as well as *!.P.l. and 3.U. facultg in non—HRIM departments
eval uated the integritg of the questions, to assure that theg meet the studg objectives. The second
group of evaluators included potential users of the surveg data (specificallg the foodservice
institutions). The third stage of the evaluation process was the actual pilot of older foodservice
workers emploged in hospital and collegefuniversitg foodservices.
The initial pilot surveued foodservice emplogees (n=6) working in a hospital located in the

New River lfalleg. Following administration of the questionnai re, the instrument was eval uated
for claritg and ease of administration. The researcher met with individuals following the
administration of the instrument to ascertajn their attitudes and comments regarding the surveg.
Following contact with pilot respondents, the instrument underwent necessarg adjustments and
modifications. The modified surveg was then administered to older workers (n=6) emploged at a
universitg.

Following administration, a similair modificationfadjustment process transpired.

Finallg a third pilot sampled older hospital emplogees {n=6}. The final pilot was mailed to a

hospital foodservice director in Roanoke, va. for administration to the older workers. The above
.

process tested the instrument to eli mi nate questionnai re ambiguities. Preli mi narg statistics were
run on the pilot questionnaires. The pretest questionnaire cover letter is provided in the
Appendices.

Data Collection
An identification number for each facilitg was stamped on the front of each questionnaire. The
number was placed in theuupper right hand corner of the cover page (to be visible). The code
number was logged into a notebook next to each facilitg sampled. A preaddressed bulk postage paid

”

return envelope was used {i.e business replg envelopes preprinted with the division of HRIM
letterhead address}.
Recei pt control was handled as follows: When the surveg returns came in, the business replg

·
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envelopes were opened immediatelg bg the researcher. The questionnai res
were scrutinized to
determine the extent to which there were appropriate responses to all questions and
missing data.

All questionnaires were logged in bg code number and date.

This facilitated followup to

nonrespondents.

Mailing of the Questionnai res

In Mag l’986 the first mailing was sent to 3l member schools of the
National Association of
College andwtlniversitg Food Services (NACUFS). Eluestionnaires were
mailed in bulk to
foodservice di rectors with a postage paid return envelope. Directions for
administration of the
questionnai res to older emplogees were included in a cover letter. The
researcher contacted the
di rectors bg telephone one week prior to mailing the questionnai res to explain
the content of the
studg. If questions or concerns surfaced i n regard to surveg administration,
instructions to phone
the researcher were explicitlg given. When the mailed questionnai res arrived
at the foodservice
department, the foodservice director personallg handed out the questionnai res to the
older wor kers
(55 gears of age and over) at the facilitg. ülder workers were
instructed bg the director to

complete the survegs and return them to

himfher when completed.

Where necessarg, the

di rectors were instructed bg the researcher to clarifg questions on the part of the
respondents.
In MagJ.SL86 a second mailing was made to 4l hospital foodservice departments
contracted to
the foodservice compang. Si miliar procedures as outli ned above were prescri
bed to the
foodservice di rectors. The one exception was that each foodservice director had to
first obtain

per_nli_ssi_on>from the parent hospitals liaison.

This is a contractorfoontractee policg.

The

Institutions surveged were within a 500 mile radi us of vi rgi nie Tech.
Approximatelg one week after the initial mailing of the questionnai res, a follow- up phone
call
was placed to each foodservice department. The phone call encouraged the
foodservice di rectors to
have the survegs completed and returned as soon as possible.

If the survegs had alreadg been

returned, appreciation was expressed for their follow through. The surveg instrument
and cover
letters are presented in the Appendices.
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Data Processing and Statistical Plan

Each question was coded so that it could be transferred to an opscan sheet for data input.
Questionnai res were scanned for missing data. Those with more than five responses omitted

were

dääätésd.Some variables were notkordinal. Therefore new or revised variables were formulated to
permit intercorrelati ng the variables. Question 46 asked older workers if theg would consider

working part-time following retirement.

The responses were 1 = ges, 2 = no, 3 = possiblg,

which were recoded 1 = ges, 2 = possiblg, 3 = no. Adummg variable was created to represent
each option of question 47 (0= nonchoice of option, 1 = choice of option). Question 49
asked

respondents to state whg theg would work part-time now as a transition to full retirement.
Because of the small number of responses to some options of this question, the options '°to reduce

emotional stress" , "to reduce phgsical stress" and "for health reasons" were grouped together to
construct a response , phgsical reasons = 0.

The responses "time for leisure activities" and

"time for famil g activi tes" were grouped together as social reasons = 1
Question 57, "discription of previous emplogment" was dropped because of a low response

rate. For question 64 (racefethnic group), onlg the categories, black = 1, and white =2 were
used in the statistical analgsis due to the small number of responses for the other
categoriesßi·tt'Question

66 describes the emplogee’s current job classification. Dummg variables were created
for each option of this question, with the exception of "storekeeper", which due to the small

number of responses, was merged with "clerical" in view of the record keepi ng nature of this
job.
After the data were adj usted as described above, the variables were i ntercorrelated using the
program, CQRR {SAS, 1979). These coefficients were considered to be practicallg meaningful
(individuallg) iftheg attained absolute values of .30 or above, with a probabilitg level of .001
or less. This decision was made arbitrarilg since a correlation coefficient with an absolute value

below .30 accounts for less than 9% ofthe variance ofthe criterion and therefore has verg little
impact. Concurrentlg, the probabilitg level was set at .001 to reduce the chance of spurious
conclusions. However, as will be discussed in Chapter 4, some lower correlations were found to be

statisticallg useful in multiple regression anal gses.

-_
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Eluestions 41 through 46 addressed retirement i ntention. These variables represented the
mai n dependent variables of the research and were meani ngfull g i ntercorrelated. Therefore,
the
Comprehensive Uuestionnaire Analgsis Program (Frarg, 1985) was used to obtain a single
variable representi ng retirement intention. This variable (retirement intention) was derived bg
adding the responses from questions 41 to 46 (questions 41 and 46 were reverse scored).
In
order to account for missing data in this process, the sum of those ans«.·.«·ered, was multi plied bg
the

fraction,

6 / {the number answered).

The resulting mean, standard deviation, and alpha

coefficient were respectivelg, 15.91, 5.00, and 0.80 {N=243).

This variable was correlated

with all other (ordinal} variables of the studg.

Summerg

This chapter presented the methodologg as related to the primarg purpose of the studg which
was to determine the relationship between the variables, work satisfaction, organizational
commitment and turnoverfretirement intention.

In addition, other variables thought to effect

turnoverfretirement i ntention and the desi re to delag reti rement bg working part-ti me were also

described. The population and sample were identified. The pilot studg, surveg administration,
and data collection plan were presented. The questionnai re developed for the surveg was divided
into 6 areas: The M50, the 0C0, environmental information, retirement information, financial
and personal information, and demographic information. The final section of chapter 3 presented

the plan for statistical anal gsis.

Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this chapter is to present detailed results of the survey data.
These results are
organized into sections. The first section will examine frequency data.
This section is further
dividedinto subsections. Subsection 1 will look at demographic information.
Subsection 2 will
present frequency data from the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire
(M50). Subsection 3 will
examine the Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (012111). Subsection
4 will look at employee
attitudes towards their present work environment. Subsection 5
will evaluate participant
responses to statements under which they would delay retirement past
the age they now plan to
reti re. Subsection 6 will discuss related questions with respect to
retirement planning, perceived
health status, years employed in present position, years employed by
present food service
department, years employed in food services over their working lifetime,
and whether or not they
would encourege their children or other young children to enter si
miliar positions such as they
are now in.
Section 2 will present correlation data in regard to specific research
questions and stated
hypotheses. Section 3 will look at the regression models in relation to
the questionnai re data.
Response Rate

F

A total of 400 questionnaires were mailed out. Two- hundred forty-three
usable responses
(61%) were received. Those classified as unusable were those received
from part·time
employees, employees under 55 years old, and surveys which were not
completed properly.
Profile of the Respondents
üuestionnaires were mailed to 31 colleges and universities. Twenty-one
colleges and
universities responded (60% response rate). This represented 174 survey respondents.
ln the
second mailing, questionnai res were mailed to 45 hospitals. Nineteen
hospitals responded (46%
response rate).

Four of the 45 hospitals were classified as non-participants due
to the
contractor's refusal to participate. There were
09 respondents from the 19 hospitals.
The mean size of the university enrollment among college/university
respondents was 10,691
students (S.D. =·9,1 99). The mean size for the number of beds among the
hospital respondents

was 258 beds (S.D. = 259).
-51-
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No meaningful differences were noted between responses from
the eolleges/universities and Ä
the hospitals. Therefore the responses were grouped together in anal gzi ng
the data.

Profile of Non-respondents
In June 1986, the researcher attempted to followup with nonrespondents
to determine iftheir
responses differed form the surveg respondents. A group of eight
nonrespondent foodservice
departments were randomlg selected and an attempt was made to contact them.
0f this group, four

facilities (two universitg and two hospital foodservice departments) were contacted
and eight

oj_d¢YJ¤*0f!<!:ra..were read the questionnai re over the telephone and asked to respond.
Enrollments
for the two universities selected were 14,000 and 5,000 students
respeetivelg. The number of
bedsin the two hospitals selected for the followup were 500 and 150
respectivelg. Therefore the
fecilitg sizes are generallg representative of the those surveged in this studg.

M_eef_is__g_ndete@rd deviationsfor the M30 and 000 obtained from the nonrespondents were
eomputed. Means and (standard deviations) for overall satisfaction,
i ntrinsie satisfaetion,
extrinsic satisfaction, and organizational eommitment are respeetivelg; 78.6 (12.4),
46.8
I

(7.8), 20.3 (6.7) and 78.6 (16.1). These results are similiar to the means
and standard
deviations of the respondents. Due to the lew power resulti ng from small sample
size (n=8), no
statistical tests were performed. However, there is no reason to
believe that the nonntzsßqndtnts

[ergei'g_nififcef1t1_g gf fferent from the respondents.

Demographie Data

The surveg population was comprised of older full time workers emploged
in
college/universitg foodserviees and mspital foodserviees. 5eventg_·two percent of those
surveged

were emploged in cellege/university foodserviees.
0nlg 15% percent of the surveg participants were male. Nationallg, the foodserviee
industrg
emplogs more women than men (HRA, 1986). Foodserviee occupations which
emplog a greater

proportion of women than men include eounte_r.gwor.kers (82% women) and kitghen and food

preparation workers (76% women). Fiftg-eight percent of the respondents were married. Data

„
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an age groupings indicate that 53% were 55 to 59 years old;
55_%_>were 60 to 65 years old; with
äaf the survey population being over 65. In regard to income level,
56% are earning less than
$10,000 per year, with 47% earning $10,001 to $15,000.
Seventeen percent earned over

$15,000 per year. Sigty-nine percent ofthe older workers held nonsupervisory
positions.
With respect to racial/ethnic identification, 5_Q&were black (Negro),
6626 white
(Cuacasian), and less than
of
any
other racial classification. Fartygeeven percent of the
2>%»were
respondents had less than a high school education, with 55%~_having
completed high school. 0f high
school graduates, approxi mately 1 1% had some college.
U
Current job classificatipns were divided into p_r;gd_uction worker,
ser;vje_e_ worker,
waiwashi ng, storekeepi ng, and clericalldietary aid. The percentages of
employees falli ng into the
above classlficatiensuare respectively; 58%, 58%, 6%, 2% , and
15% The frequency data for all
7
M
A
ofthe above variables are presented in Table£i..

Frequency data for the Minnesota Satisfaction Eluestionnai re (M30)
The twenty question format of the Minnesota Satlsfaction
Questlonnaire was used. The
respondents are presented with a series of statements regarding their job.
They are asked to
respcnd as to whether they are 'very dissatisfied", "dissatisüed",
”neither satisfied or
dissatisfied“, ”satisfied°‘, or' very satisfied°‘ with an aspect of their job.
~

The mean response for the 20 question M30 was 7].45 (3.D.=10.85).
The 12 question
intrinsic scale ofthe M30 had a mean score of 48.65 (3.D.=5.91 ).
The 6 question extrinsic scale

of the M50 had a mean score of 21.40 (S.D.=4.73).

In general, the majrrity of survey

participants are °'sati_sfied " to " very satisfied°' with the aspects of
their jobs as presented to
them by the M30. Table 4.2 presents eech statement ofthe M30 with
the frequency response for
each, as well as the mean score ofeach M30 response for the 1 through
5 scale. Responses to M30
statements which received noteworthy negative responses included the following.
The statement
”My
pay and the amount of work I do" had the following reponses;
51% were either “very

dissgsfiedj or "dissatisfied“, 14% were °°neither satisfied or dissatisfied“, 54% were either
"satisfied", or “very satisfied“. ab response to the M30statement " The
chances for advancement
on the job", 26% were either 'very dissatisfied" or "dissatisfied", 25%
were "neither satisfied

or dissatisfied", and 47% were either "satisfied”, or “very satisfied'.

A
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Table 4.1
Demographie Frequency Data for Older Foodservice Workers in
Study

Sex

Male

Females

Percent
n=

15%
36

85%
200

Harried

Single

58%

42%

·

Marital
Status

Percent

n=

136

Age

55-59 years old

60-64 years old

Over 65 years old

Percent
n=

53%
124

39%
90

8%
19

100

1

Yearlg Income < $10,000
Percent

n=

$10,001·$1S000

36%

>$15,000

47%

83

17%

108

39

Supervisorg
Responsi-

bilities

Percent

n=

69%

Supervisorg

31%

155

71

Race

Black

White

Percent

30 %

68%

n=

_

Non-supervisory

70

157

n
Hispanic

<1%

2

Education

< High school

Completed High school

Percent
n=

47%
1 10

53%
125

.

Warewashi ng

Storekeeping

Asian/other

< 1 %

2

Job Classification

Production

Service

Percent
n=

38%
88

38%
88

6%
18

2%
4

Note: Percentage tiqures mag not equal 100 percent due to rounding.

Clerical

15%
36
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TABLE 4.2
Frequencies of Survey Participents hmues 10 the Minnesota Satisfection Questionmire
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Frequency data for the Organizational Commitment
Questionnai re (OCQ)
The OCQ utilizes a series of
15 statements that represent possible feelings that workers might
have about the company or organization for which
they work. The survey participants were asked
the following: "With respect to your feelings about
the particular organization for which you are
now working, please indicate the degree of your
agreement or disagreement with each statement by
ci rcling one of the seven alternatives below each
statement" Responses to each item statement are
measured on a 7-poi nt scale with scale anchor
points labeled (1) strongly disagree, (2)
moderately disagree, (5) slightly disagree, (4)
neither disagree or agree, (5)slightly agree, (6)
moderately agree, and (7) strongly agree. The
statements provide a global measurement of
organization commitment.
ln general, the survey participants responded favorably
to the statements, which suggests a

positive ,levje]_of„_coMm_mi_trnent to the organization. The mean
score for the 15 item scale was 80.49
(S.D.=15.52). Responses to the 15 statements of the 0CQ are
presented in Table 4.5.

Frequency Data to Questions Relati ng to the Respondents
Work Environment
Questions 56,through59 deal with the older worker‘s
perception of the work environment in
regard to stress, strength required, physical demands,
and the working conditions of the
job. Table 4.4 presents the work environment results.

Frequency Data of Older Worker Retirement Plans
Questions 41 through 50 deal with employee retirement plans.
Survey participants were asked
to respond to statements regarding delaying retirement
past the age they now plan to retire.
Responses to questions 41 to 45 are presented in table 4.5.

Question 46ande42are related to each other. Question 46
states ”Would you consider working
pjrtjtjrne following retirement from your present job?
Fifty percent of the older workers

‘
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Table 43
Frequency Data for the Organizational Commitment mestionnaire (01:0)

'

$TATEI·€NT**

·
·

21 .'lam vüling to put
In a great deal of effort
·N\]0|ld that normally expected".
22.°l tal: up this organkation to my friends as a
yeat orgssization te verk
for'.
23."l feel little loyalty
to this organisation'.
(g)••·e
24.'Ivou1d aooept atnost

·
-

.

·_

RESPONSE PERCENTAGE (S)
1*

2

3

4

5

6

7

MEAN

2

I

I

4

9

28

55

6.22

2

2

2

II

I4

37

32

5.69

46

22

6

6

3

9

8

5.43

am tum ¤f 3¤¤ asien-

ment in order to keep vorkingfurthisvyanizatien'.

.
.

I6

7

IO

I1

11

19

25

452

4

4

7

I4

18

34

19

5.14

I

I

2

6

8

32

50

6.15

25.*1 ftd my values and
tI:e organkathvs values
are very si1n1'l·lar'
26."lam proud to tell others
that l am a part of this
or9ankalh1'.
TL"! oould jzst as vell
be vorking for a dif-

ferent erganizatien
aslong
as the vork vas

s111:n1:•·• (R1

20

.

9

0

14

I3

21

15

3.84

6

3

2

7

12

32

36

5.59

31

I5

9 _

14

ll

1 9 _,

9

4.77

28.'This organization
really inspkes the very
best in me in the vay of

pb performance' ‘

_

29.'lt vould take very
' little change
in my
present ciroumstanees
to cause me to leave this

orqanization".

(R)

*1 =STRONGI.Y DISAGREE
2•I*10DERATELY OISAGRIE

-

3=SI.IGHTL'r' DISAGREE
4¤NEl‘I'H£R DISAGREE NOR AGREE
5=SI.¤~lTLY AOREE

"°

6=MOI>£RATELY AGREE
7=STRONGLY AGR££

' °""**N ¤243

***(R) = Reverse Stßffd
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_

um.: 4.3 tcemmuzel

_

Frequency Data for the Organizational Commitment Ouestionnaire
(OCO)

·

_

Rzsrouss Pazcsmaoz (sl
I*

2

3

4

5

6

2

2

I

II

II

23

?

WAN

30.'lam extremely glad
that I ehese this erg-

anizatien to verk for over
others I vas eensidering
at the time I jomed'.

'

3I .'There‘s not too much
-

'

te be gaired by sticking
vim this organization
hdefinately'. (R)***

32.'0ften I fhd it

.

49

5.93

32

I?

I2

I0

9

I0

B

4.90

I?

I4
°

I2

I7

I4

I2

I2

4.I8

·

I

6

8

2I

62

6.3I

2

5

I3

I3

28

34

5.50

9

6

6

6

2

2

6.29

difficult te ayee vith
this ergu·¤izat*Ien's

pellcies on ünpertant
matters relating to
empleyees'. (R)
33.'I really care

abwt the fate ef this
organisation'.

34.'Fcr me this is the

I

best of all pessble
erganizatiens for vhich

to verk'.

3S.'1>•cidIng te verk
fer this organization vas
a defnite mistake en my

part'.

(R)

5

71

•
* I $1'RONOLY 08AGR££
¤ MOOERATELY DBAOREE
2•
3 • $L¤·lILY 08AGR££
4 • NEITHER DISAGZEI OR AGE
5 • SLIOII‘I'I.Y AGRIE
6 • l·ItI>€RATELY AGREE
7 STREIIIGLY ABREE
••
re=243
•·¤·*(R)

¤ Reverse soered

”
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Table 4.4
Frequency Data Relating to the Work Environment (N=243)

—RESPONSE ST ATEMENT AND PERCENTAGES—ll
DISAGREE
STATEMENT

TEND T0
DISAGREE

TEND T0
AGREE

11 %

28 %

41 %

46

AGREE

N0 OPINION

36."0n my present
job,there is a tolerable

level of stress".
12 96
job does
not involve very
heavy work".

8%

.

20

12

15

4

8

22

6

58."The physical
demand: of my job

are reasonble".

39."The working
conditions in the
focdservice

59

‘

6

‘

department are good'.

14

18

20

44

4
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Table 4.5
Frequency Data Regarding Older Worker Retirement Intentions
(N=243)
STATEMENT

.RESPONSE STATEMENT AND PERCENTAGEi._
DISAGREE

.”I
41
would
never delay retirement'.
42. 'I would delay
retirement past the
age that I now plan
to retire if I could
work part-time".

TEND T0
DISAGREE

TEND TO
AGREE

AGREE

N0 OPINION

23 %

14 93

13 %

30 %

20%

20

7

16

41

15

43."| would delay
retirement by working
part-time only if I
could maintain my

present level of
benefits" .

15

3

13

53

15

26

8

13

34

18

26

7

16

28

23

44."I would delay
retirement past the

age that I now plan
to retire if my present
job continues as is."

45."l would delay
retirement past the age
that I now plan to retire
if the job was made
less stressful'°.
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responded "'·(es",s

responded "Possibly", and 25% stated "l·to". Question
47 stated; ”If you
answered "yes' or "possibly" to question 46, what
would be your preferred work schedule'.
Iwentyethree percent stated they would prefer to
"work daily less than 8 hours per day", 46%
stated would prefer working "8 hours per day,
less than 5 days per week", and 31% were
"interested in seasonal employment (i.e. work part- year).

Question 48 asks , 'Would you consider working part-time
now ss a transitional step between
full retirement?". Thirty-six percent stated "yes',
and 64% stated "no". Question 49 is related
to question 48. Question 49 stated "If you answered
to question 48, what is your main
reason for part-time work? Thirteen percent stated ”to
reduce emotional stress", 12% stated

" to red_u_ce_ph_ysical stress", 12% stated "for health reasons",
33% stated they wanted "ti me for
leisure activities“, 22% stated they wanted time for
“ti,,me for family activities“, and 8% for
"ogjwreasons. ln the eorrelation analysis section to follow,
the first two variables were
collapsed into physical reasons and the remai ni ng reasons as
social reasons.
Question 50 asked the survey participants to respond tothe
statement, "Upon retirement my
financial status will be secure". Twenty-four percent either
"disagree" or "tend to disagree" with

the statement, 3§_%_either "tend to agree' or "agree', and 40% are "uncertain".
Frequency Data on Work Related Issuw

Question 40 asked the older workers to respond to the
question, “How would you rate your

health status"? Less thjn__1 % stated their health was “pgor",
25% stated their health was "@r",
5Q%/rated their heaüh as "gggd°', and 24% rated their health status as
"eggcellent".
Question 51 asked the global question: Overall, how satisfied
are you with your job".
gagyjercent stated they were either "veryd1ssatisfied" or
"dissatisfied", 94% stated they were

either "sggtied', or 'very satisfied" with their job.
Question 52 asked the question: 'Would you encourage your
children or other young children to
“no“
enter the job you are now in?".
Fifty-three percent responded; “yes',and 47% responded

to the question.
Question 53 asked the older worker to respond to the statement: "My
employer actively lets me
know of potential alternatives to retirement (ie, part-time work,
etc,). Th_irty—three

percent either 'disagree" or "tend to disagree", Zg_% either "tend
to agree" or ”agree", and
3Q%__stated "I do not know".
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Questions 54, 55, 56, and 57 deal with the older worker's length of employment. Question 54

asked the worker for the number of years employed in their "present" position. Thirty—four
percent worked from 0to 5 years, 21% responded 6 to 10 years, 21% responded from 11 to 15

years, and 2Q% were employed in their present position for 16 or more years.

Question 55

asked for the number of years employed by the present foodservice department.

Twenty- nine

percent stated from 0 to 5 years, 19% , 6 to 10 years, 20% 11 to 15 years, and 32% were

employed 16 or more years by their present foodservice department. Question 56 and 57 are
related questions. Question 56 asked the workers the number of years employed in foodservices
overtheir working lifetime {includingtheir present and previous jobs). Tenpercent stated from
0 to 5 years,

stated from 6 to 10 years, 17% stated from 1 1 to 15 years, and 55% stated

they had worked over 16 years in foodservices.

Question 57 asked workers if they had worked

less than one year in food services, which best describes their previous place of employment. Less

th_a_n5% of the older workers had worked one year or less in foodservices.

-6;,-

Correlational Results
This section will examine correlatiens among the variables. For this research studg a

coefficient was considered meaningful if it was .30 or greater,‘and statisticallg significant to the
.001 probabilitg level (see p.

49).The
Organizational Commitment Questionnai re and The Minnesota Satisfaction 0uestionnnai re

The 0C0 had a mean response of 80.49 {SD=13.29) and a coefficient alpha of 0.81. The M30
is composed of three scales; intrinsic satisfaction, extrinsic satisfaction, and overall (general)
satisfaction. The 20 items of the M30 represent overall (general) satisfaction. 0ut of the 20
question M30, 12 questions address intrinsic satisfaction, with 6 questions representing extrinsic

satisfaction

(Weiss et al., 1967).

Responses on the M30 were used to estimate internal

consistencg of all three scales. Table 4.6 presents means, standard deviations, alpha coefficients,

end i ntercorrelations among the scales. The 3peanjman;Brown formula was applied to the
12 -item intrinsic scale to proportionallg obtain a coefficient alpha for internal consistencg with
the same number ofitems as the overall (20—question) scale. Similarlg, the Spearman-Brown

formula was applied to the 6-item extrinsic satisfaction scale. The Spearman-Brown formula
gielded coefficient alphas of .93 and .89 for the extrinsic and intrinsic satisfaction scales

lengthened to 20 items respectivelg, compared with _.89 for the original 20—item overall M30
scale. Thus, the six items of the M30 representing extrinsic satisfaction, are more internallg
consistent than those of the original 20—item scale, and the internal consistencg of the intrinsic
scale is equal to that of the overall M30 satisfaction scale (coefficient alpha =.B9).

Because of

this result, onlg the extrinsic and i grtnsic scales were used in the statistical anal gsis, due to the
fact that the internal consistencies of these two scales are either greater than (extrinsic), or
equal to (intrinsic) the internal consistencg of overall satisfaetion and are onlg nloderatglg

imercorrelated (r = .64).
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Table 4.6
Means, Standard Deviations, Alpha Levels and Correlation
Cocfficients
for Overall, Extrinsic and Intrinsic Satiafaction (M50)

Correlation with:
MEAN

Overall Satisfactlon (1*180) 77.45

SD

Alpha

Extrinaic

10.85

.89

.89
—

Extri nsic Satisfaction

21.40

4.73

.80

Intrinsic Satisfaction

48.65

5.91

.83

·

lntrinsic

.91

.64

--
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Linkage Anal gsis and Subsidiarg Results

A group of intercorrelated items mag be said to meesure an underlging trait or factor. To
investigate the interrelationship among the responses, linkage analgsis (Mcüuittg, 1961) was

applied to the matrix of i ntercorrelations among the variables. A matrix for all variables that
were correlated was first generated. All coefficients were inspected, and onlg those with
absolute values above .30 were used in this anal gsis (see p. 49).
intercorrelations

is

shown in Figure 1.

The

largest cluster of

Table 4.7 defines the sgmbols representing the

variables shown in Figure I. Inthis figure, a dark line with an arrow indicates the strorgest
relationship of each variable to ang other variable. The correlation coefficient is shown on the

li ne. Li nes withoutarrows indicate correlations with absolute values above .30.
In the following discussion, the sgmbols and numbers in parentheses indicate the variables of
Figure 1 as defined in Table 4.7.

As Figure 1 shows,

extrinsic satisfaction (M30-E) is

somewhat interqüfrelßied with intrinsic satisfaction (M30-1). Intrinsic satisfaction was also
c_gi;r__elated._with_organizational commitment (UCE!) and phgsical demands (38} of the job. This

’

suggests a substantial relationship between the int ri nsic satisfaction of an emplogee, and the level

of organizational commitment. Intrinsic satisfaction is described as satisfaction with work
itself
(includes satisfaction with achievement, creativitg, responsibilitg, and securitg).

I n contrast,

extrinsic satisfaction represents outcomes under the control of the organization. With respect to

the phgsical demands of the job, the more reasonable the phgsical demands of the job are
perceived,,the higher the level of intrinsic satisfaction. This relationship was unexpec’ed since
one would expect phgsical demands to be correlated with extrinsic satisfaction rather than
intrinsic. A reason for thisis notapparent.

Extrinsic satisfaction (M30-E) was meaninfullg correlated with working conditions (39), the
recommending of one's job to familg members or others (52), emploger informs emplogee of
retirement alterätives (53), and overall satisfaction with the job. (51).

This indicates that

theggmore favorable the rating of the working conditions, the higher the level of extrinsic

sstisfaction. This suggests that working conditions mag affect extrinsic satisfaction.

Ms
‘~‘lÄ;"/
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.40
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.33
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Figure!

Largest Cluster of Variables as Determined hg Linkage Analg sis
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Table 4.7
Sgmbols Representing Meaningful Correlations
as Descri bed in Figure I

YARIABLE

SYMBOL (OUESTION NUMBER)

Strength demands of job

37

Phgsical demands of the job

38

Working conditions

39

Part-time as a transitional step to
full retirement (social reasons)

I
49

Overall satisfaction (non-MSO)

SI

Recommend job to others

52

Emploger communicates retirement
alternatives to emplogees

53

Supervisorg responsibilities

63

Mi nnesota Satisfaction Ouestionnai re- Extri nsic

MSE}- E

Mi nnesota Satisfaction Ouestionnai re- I ntri nsic

MSO- I

Organizational Commitment Ouestionnai re

OCO
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A negative correlation exists between extri nsic satisfaction (
MSO- E) and the recommending of
one‘s job to family members or other individuals (52).
Extrinsic factors include amount of pay,
company policies, supervisor competence, and chances
for advancement on the job.
These
extri nsic factors are under the control of management.
The positive correlation between extrinsic satisfaction
and employers who inform their

employees of alternatives to retirement (53) may indicate
higher levels of communication
ge_nerallyA_texist between employer and employee.

Overall satisfaction (51) is positively

cprrelated,wi,th_,extrinsic satisfaction. Therefore the higher the level of
extrinsic satisfaction the
higher the overall satisfaction.
Organizational comhjtment (OCO) was correlated with six
variables. The strongest
correlation was with extrinsic satisfacton (l'l50—E).
This relationship suggests that
organizational commitment (OCO) is meaningfully related to
extrinsic satisfaction (MSC!-E).
Other meaningful correlations associated with
organizational commitment were; intrinsic

satisfaction (MSO—Il, physjcal demands of the job (58), working
conditions (59), overall

saggaction (51), and the recommending of
one‘s job to family and others (S2). This indicates
that ~grke,rs_ who report the physical demands of the job as
reasonable and the workingconditions
as_favorable, demonstrate higher levels of organizational commitment.
Both physical demands of
the job and working conditions as perceived by older
workers, are meaningful variables in
influencing organizational commitment. There is a negative
correlation between organizational
commitment and the recommendi ng of one‘s job to family and others.

WO[klJlQ.C0ßdlÜOH3 (39) were most strongly correlated with extrinsic
satisfaction.

This result may have been expected since working conditions are ogrthe

fcyntrol_ of rnenagement.

Working conditions (39) were also correlated with the variable,
physical demands ofnthe job
(38). Accordingly,workers who report that
the physical demands of the job are reasonahle,will

be more likely to indicate that the working conditions are good.
äypervisory responsibilities (63)
was n_gg_aQ~gel_y_co_r_related with the recommending of one‘s job to
family and others (52). This
suggests that employees in non-supervisory positions may be
less likely to recommend one‘s job

to others. This relationship may be explained by the fact that
individuals holding supervisory
positions generally have increased benefits (ie, pay, vacation
time, weekends off, etc.) and

therefore would be in a moge_favcl;able_ pogtgn inytheygyantzation.
The variable, employer
communicates retirement alternatives to employees (53), was correlated (r=—.35)
with the
variable, desi re to work part-time now asatransitional step between
full retiremen_t dyeytg,_sa_cial

A
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_ reazrahs (49). This suggests that the Ijgher the level of retirementcommunieation between
emploger and emplogee, the more likelg older workers (expressing a desire for transitional

part-ti me work) magselect this option based on social reasons.

Retirement Intention Yariables

The next largest cluster included the retirement intention variables which were therefore

summed to constitute a single variable (see p. 49). However, none of the variables from the
retirement intention cl uster nor their sum correlated meaningfullg with ang other variable. One
of the retirement intention variables was not substantiallg intercorrelated with other retirement
intention variables. However, because it was consistentlg related, it was included in the summated
scale. These intercorrelations are shown in Table 4.8.
Other Yariables

t

The following discussion covers variables with meaningfullg large intercorrelations, which

were in neither of the cl usters described above. Ysarlg gross income was correlated with three
variables:

L.
Years in present position

.38

Years emploged bg present foodservice department

.31

Years emploged in foodservices over lifeti me

.31

These correlations si mpl g i ndicate that as tenure increases,„gearlg gross income
increases.

Health status was correlated with two variables. Theg were:

.L
Work part-ti me now a transitional step tu full retirement (health reasons) .32
Educational level

The fi rst relationshi p above suggests that gemplogees who rate their health

.35

status ata lower
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Table 4.8
Intercorrelations Between tne Dependent variables

NDR

DRPT

NDR

DRPT

DRB

DRJC

DRLS

PTFR

1.00

-.23

-.13

-.23

-.15

.27

1.00

.70

.45

.47

-.50

1.00

.52

.50

-.53

1.00

.50

-.41

1.00

-.26

DRB
DRJC

1

DRLS
PTFR

Never delay retirement-NDR
Delay reti rement if could work part-time-DRPT
Delay reti rement if could mai ntain present benefits—DRB
Delay retirement if present job continues as is-DRJC
Delay retirement ifjob was made less stressful— DRLS
Work part-time following retirement—PTFR

1.00
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level, mag be more likelg to consider accepting part-time emplogment as a transitional step

retirement due to health reasona. The second indicates that individuals who report
their health status to be ata higher level tend to have a higher level gf education.

Research Hgpotheses

l. Turnover/retirement intention (as denoted bg the summated scale for retirement intention) is
not significantlg affected bg job satisfaction.

2. Turnover/retirement intention (as denoted bg the summated scale for retirement intention) is

ng_Qi_gnificantl g affected bg organizational commitment.
5. Turnoverßretirement intention {as denoted bg the summated scale for retirement intention) is

not significantlg affected bg perceived poor working conditions, phgsical demands of the job, job
stress, age, financial status, gender, income level, job title, supervisorg responsibilities, marital
status, number of gears in foodservices, number of gears, emploged bg current i nstitution, gears

in current position, educational level, and health status.
No Significant Correlations

No meaningful correlations were found between the independent variables, intrinsic and
extrinsic satisfaction and organizational commitment and the dependent variable,
turnoverfretirement intention. In general, turnoverfretirement intention of older foodserviee
workers in this studg is not influenced bg job satisfaction nor orgsnizationalcommitment. In
addition, the independent variables listed above do not correlate meaningfullg (|r|= .50 or above)
with ang individual retirement intention variable.

The data from this studg suggests that reti rement intention is not infl uenced bg tho.se_on;____ het
job,. Q§QUpational.fact0tI$ included in this studg. Chapter 5 (Conclusions) will discuss these on the
job factors, as well as others not included in this studg in greater depth. 0f particular note,
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neither job satisfaction nor organizational commitment meaningfullg affects retirement intention

of older foodservice workers. However, in the literature, satisfaction and
conimitment haveimii
re_p_ortg;d__to__ai]'ect_t_urnoverfretirement.inte.ntion. Factors external tothe work environment mag
plag a role in the turnover/retirement decision.

Chapter 5 (Conclusions) will discuss this

possibilitg in greater depth. Regardless, the data from this studg do not lead to rejection of the
null research hgpotheses.

Multiple Regression Anal gsis

The original plan for this studg called for multiple regression anal gsis to predict retirement
intention. However as observed above, no variable correlated meaningfullg ( |r| > .30 ) with ang

retirement intention variable nor their sum.

Nevertheless, a small number of variables had

correlations with the retirement intention sum at levels associated with probabilities of less than

.05.

These variables were entered into a stepwise multjjplegregression anal gsis (STEPWISE,

SAS,1979) to predict the summated scale score for retirement intention. The best resulting
regression equation with B-weights having probabilities ofless than .05 accounted for onlg 1 1%
ofthe criterion variance and hence is not reported.

Some other regression anal gses did account for substantial amounts of criterion variance and
are reported below. These results are not central to the goals of the studg but are reported as
possi bl g being of interest for further studies.
Regression Anal gsis Model for Predicti ng Urganizational Commitment
Being able to predict emplogee commitment is important for the following reasons. Studies

Shovihat*ß¤l¤-1=a.L¤.¤¤i!1¤¤..<;¤2¤l¤.¤¤·=¤ mau ¤·;rto_·:m.¤et¢¢r ¤~¤o.1·;ss.=;·;ngm1t1;a.-«;n¤¤ (Mwdau et
al., 1979; Porter

et al., 1974j

1977).

Also organj_;atj_ogalg_om_rnitment..mag be

qijtgtggeirt to_io.l1.sa1isfa•:tion (Bateman and Strasser, 1 984).
With organizational commitment as the dependent variable, the single independent variable,
phgsical demands of the job (r=.37) was entered into the stepwise multiple regression model
{SAS, 1979). This model explai ned &% ofthe veriance.

A second variable, working conditions

(r=.33) was next entered into the regression model. These two variables explai ned 3g% of the
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Table 4.9
Urganizational Commitment
Stepwise Multiple Regression (Best Three Variable Model)

Multiple R 2 =

.39

F = 27.62
Prob. > F .0001
lntercept 56.32
Constant = 2.17

B Values

F Values

Prob.>F

Phgsical demands of job (PHV)

5.99

21.79

.0001

Working conditions (WC)

3.73

16.08

.0001

Emploger communicates retirement alternatives
to emplogees (EC)

1.82

6.8

.0102
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variance. The third variable, emploger communicates potential
retirementalgternatives (r=.21),
was entered into the stepwise regression . These
three variables explained 39% of the variance in
the dependent variable organizational commitment
(Table 4.9). Two additional variables, strength
demands ofthe job (r=.25) and health status (r=.24)
would not enter into the prediction equation
due to multicollinearitg. Working conditions,
phgsical demands of the job, and emploger
4;,
C0jIlmHHl£§lQQ_§D[l§8^f to meaningfullg influence organizational
commitment of older foodservice

wg,rke_rs_,>_al beit onl g 'moderatel g.

Predicti ng Extri nsic Satisfaction

Predicting worker satisfaction is important for the
following reasons. Although the theorg
that satisfaction causes performances is not supported
bg research (Yroom, 1964), satisfaction
mag contribute to productivitg in several wags. An
organization with satisfied emplogees mag
become known as a good place to work, and hence emplogee
recruttment mag be enhanced (Quinn et
al., 1974). Moreover satisfaction mag improve organizational
productivitg through teamwork
and communication (Doering et al., 1983).
Extrinsic satisfaction was evaluated as a dependent variable
using stepwise multiple
regression. A five variable regression model explained
38% of the variance in extrinsic
satisfaction. The five variables that were entered stepwise
included; working conditions (r=.40),
str@h demands of the job (r=.23), cgrrent income in
meeting financial needs (r = .26),
emploger communicates retirement options (r=.32), and
phgsical demands of the job (r=.3Q).
Heähstatus (r = .23) would not enter into the regression
equation due to multicollinearitg. As
stated previouslg, extrinsic satisfaction is primarilg under
the control of management. The five
variables above are variables which are influenced bg management,
and theoreticallg should
U
affect extrinsic satisfaction (Table 4.1 Q).
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Table 4.10
Extrinsic Satisfaction (Best 5 Variable Model)
Stepwise Multiple Regression Results
Multiple R2= .36
F- 14.03
Prob. > F

.0001

lntercept= 12.42

Constant = 5.61

B Values

FValues

.78

5.13

.03

.98

3.69

.06

1.1 1

9.52

.003

Emploger communicates retirement options

.62

5.40

.02

Current income in meeting financial needs

.89

6.23

.01

Strength demands ofthe job

Phgsical demands ofthe job

V

Working conditions

Prob. >F
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lfaliditg and Reliabilitg of Measures

A

The M50 and 000 instruments have demonstrated good
validitg and reliabilitg in previous
studies (Weiss et al., 1967; Mowdag et al., 1979).
Analgsis of the M50 data has gielded good
evidence of construct validitg in the past (Weiss et al., 1967).
Evidence ofacceptable levels of
predictive, convergent, and discri mi nati ng validitg for
the 000 has been presented (Mowdag et al.,
1979). Along with the MSG and 000 components of
the questionnaire, the remainder of the
instrument demonstrated good validitg and reliabilitg. The
surveg questions in this studg show
evidence of construct validitg. For example, meaningful
correlations exist between the variables,
“perceived health status" and “education level". It is recognized
that individuals with higher
education levels generallg have higher levels of health.
Further evidence of validitg is suggested
bg meaningful correlationJ between the statements,
'would delag retirement if could work
part-time" and ”would work part—time following
retirement".
In this studg, emplogees who
would not delag retirement bg working part—time, would
also be less likelg to work part~time
following retirement. Incomeand tenure are meaningfullg
related. This would be expected, since
the longer the tenure
organization, generallg the higher the income.
The pilot studg
(instrument pretest) also attested to the validitg of the
questionnaire, based on the level of
understanding indicated bg the pilot participants when
interviewed bg the researcher. Finallg,
there is no reason to suspect that the surveg participants
would not answer the questions with
integritg, since theg were assured confidentialitg.
'Responses are determi ned to be reliable when consistent
responses emerge across the sample.
Alpha coefficients for overall (general) satisfection,
intrinsic satisfaction, extrinsic satisfection,
orgenizational commitment, end retirement intention (summated
scale) are respectivelg, .89,
.85, .80, .81, and .80. These alpha coefficients indicate
good internal consistencg of the five
scales used in the statistical anal gses. Also, Hogt
reliabilitg coefficients for the 20 question MS0
indicate good internal consistencg of the instrument
(Weiss et al., 1967). Based on a series of
studies among 2,565 emplogees in divergent organizations,
satisfactorg test-retest reliabilities,
and internal consistencg reliabilities were
found for the 0C0 (Mowdag et al, 1979).
Furthermore, the correlation coefficients discussed above under
validitg are also evidence of
reliabilitg. If the answering process had been severelg
prone to error, the correlation

coefficients would not have been es high es were observed.
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Summary
This chapter presented the results and discussion of
the research study. Chapter 5 will
compare and contrast the results of this study with the
literature. ln chapter 4, frequency data
from the survey respondents are presented. Linkage analysis
was used to present statistically
meaninqful
correlations.
No
meaningful
predictors of the dependent variable,
turnover/retirement intention were found. Regression analysis was
used to exami ne the effect of
several variables on the dependent variables;
organizational commitment and extrinsic
satisfaction. Fi nally, validity and reliability of the survey instrument
were discussed.

_

Chapter 5

«

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIDNS

l ntroductionV
This chapter provides an overview of the research studg presented in the previous chapters.
First, Chapter 5 will state the purpose for the research. Second, it will discuss the research
objectives with respect to the studg hgpotheses. A summsrg of the results, possible explaihations

for the outcomes, and the infl uences these results mag have on the foodservice industru is
provided.

Finallg, limitations of the research methodologu, and recommendations for future

research are exami ned.

Purpose

~

With changing demographics, the number of older workers willincrease in the institutional

foodserviceranks.

A purpose of this research was to obtain baseline data on satisfaction levels,

organizational commitment levels, work schedule preferences, reti_r_e_m;ent____intentions, and

zgtjtgdes regarding the job from older workers currentl g emploged in institutional foodservioes.

T_he_ relationshi p between job satisfaction and organizational commitment has been demonstrated >
t9_Ellyß1lce-turn0ver!retirement. A foodservice labor shortage has potential for retardi ng the

long-term growth of the foodservice industrg.

However, recruitment and retention of older

workers could be a factor in controlling this problem.

Ubjectives
To determine the affects of job satisfaction on turnover/retirement intentions of older
foodservice workers.

To determine the effects of organizational commitment on turnover/retirement intention of

older foodservice workers.

·

To determine if independent variables such as environment factors (ie. work conditions),
education level, age, health etc. affect the turnoverfretirement intention decision.

_
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Given the feodservice industrg's heavg reliance on geunger emplogees
(HRA, 1986), and with
the prospects of a potential shertage of goung workers (Olson,1982,
Morrison, 1984, Reid,

1985, and Breggin, 1985), older workers mag become a more
important segment of the

foedeservice labor force.

Job Attitudes (Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment)
Heither intrinsic nor extrinsic satisfaction of the sample (as
measured bg the M30)
meani ngfull g inf'I uenced the dependent variables reflecti ng reti rement
inte ntion er desi re to delag
retirement bg working part-ti me. In the literature, the relationship between job
satisfaction and
tor.nover,i:t.,signif1cant and censistent, however not particuarlg strong (Mobleg,
1977). Parnes
and Nestel (1975) surveged 3,817 workers in a national sample.
Using multiple classification
analgsis, the researchers found that 1gw_ej_ggti_sf¤cii¤¤ lv/lthlvfüfklt/88
V¤l¤l¢¤l1Q.§b§,PV°§§l}lÜ}'J °f
retiring (F=9.41, p<.01).
In another large studg examining attitudes of older workers
(—l;89‘2), the job attitudes; job involvement and job satisfaction added significantlg
to the
prediction of retirement status (F= 2.57, p<.05). Although there is a
consistent negative
correlation between job satisfaction and retirement intention, other important
factors

‘

undoubtedlg intervene in the retirement decision. Mebleg et sl. (1978) suggest that the
effect ef
job satisfaction on turnover is indirect through other variables.
Eden and Jacobsen (1976) looked at 179 male executives who were 50 to 75 gears of age.
In

their studg, lorQat@fa_ctie_n wasvrelated to bei ng faverablg disposed
towardjeti rement (r=-.12,
p<.05). Jacobsen and Eren (1980) in e surveg of 400 phgsicians, found that job
dissatisfactien.

eeticemeot preferences (r=.14, p< .01).

In this present studg, e slight

statitäical relationship (r=.15, p<.02) was demonstrated for intrinsic satisfaction and
the desi re
to delag retirement (werk intention). Although the correlation coefficient in
this studg fer
intrinsic satisfaction as related to retirement intention is similar to the studies mentioned
above,
it was not considered large enough to be of practical use (see p. 49).
In this research studg, as well es the two studies presented above (Eden and Jacobsen, 1976
and Jacobsen and Eran, 1980) the relationship between satisfaction and retirement
intention is

too week to draw firm conclusions.
Organzational commitment, es measured bg the Organizational Commitment Ouestionnei re,
was
not meeningfullg related to retirement intention nor the delaging of retirement bg
working
part-ti me. In one studg exami ni ng commitment and retirement, organizational commitment was
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significantly related to retirement (Parnes and Nestel,
1975). The Parnes and Nestel (1975)
study found that thehigher the level of organizational
commitment, the less likely were employees

tejgire.

In general, the 243 empleyees surveyed in
this study demonstrated a moderate level ef
satisfactien and relatively high levels ef organizatienal
commitment as measured by the M30 and

000 instruments. However, a relationship between
the scores en the M50 and 0C0 and retirement

intention can not be made based on the results of this
study.

The older workers surveyed in this

research study generally work in departments
whichgare fairly _hemegeneous.

For example,

working conditions and personnel päges are
generally good. If this research had surveyed a
more heterogeneous population, where conditions
were less desirable for example, different
satisfactien, organtzatienal commitment and
retirement intention attitudes may have been
ebtained.

Qetireementheiaeaeeomplex process which reflects the
inte@etg};e_ gffegtg and relatienshi p; ef

many underlyingindependent variables associated
with the decision to retire. Therefore job
attitudes alone cannot solely be expected te predict the
decision to retire. Although job related
factors are instrumental in the decision to retire,
factors external to the job are also paramount te
the retirement decision. The following will
examine demegraphic variables, financial factors,
physical and psychologieal factors, and organizational
variables in relation te retirement

intentiens.

Demographie Variable;

:*22
ln the literature, there is some evidence te suggest
that the older one is, the later one prefers te
retire (Eden and Jacobsen, 1976). In this study,
age was netcerrelated meaningfully with
retirenj•ejit_jnte_ntion. There is evidence that employees
who "feel__;,younger“ reveal less of a
prepensity to retire {Eden and Jacobsen, 1976; Jacobsen,
1972). A question concerning the issue
of ”feeling yeunger” was not included in this reseach
study. However health status addressed in

this research could be related te the concept of "feeling yeunger°‘. ln
this study, hegßhvetaieaewas
U9,t_,m¢aningful]_y_eerrelated with retirement intention, although
the literature reveals that poor

health is indeed related to retirement intention (Quinn,
1977; Barfield and Morgan; 1970,

Pernes and Nestel, 1981 ). In this study, nearly 75%
ofolder workers rated their health status
as '°geed" er 'exeellent".

W
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Dependents
Previous studies have shown that the greater the number
of dependents, the lower the intention
to retire (Quinn, 1977; Parnes and Nestel, 1975).
This question was not addressed in this
research studg, and mag be an important external
(i.e. non—jeb related) influence on the
retirement decision ef older foodservice workers.
Education
In the literature, more education was related to later
retirement (Schmitt and Mcßune, 1981;
Parnes and hlestel, 1981). In this studg, nearlg half (47%)
had not obtained a high school
education. No meaningful correlation was found between
education and retirement intention.

Bzw
Jacobsen (1974) observed that men were more likelg to
retire earlier than women . Usher's
( 1981) studg of workers in private end
public sector organizations reveeled that women were
more interested in working longer if alternative work options
were available. ln this research,
although 85% of these surveged were female, no meaningful
relationship was observed between
gender, and the desire to delag retirement bg working part-time.
A consistent relationship between gender and retirement
possiblg should not be expected
however, because rnarital status and other factors mag be
mederating variables. Barfield and
Morgan (1978) found that women retire earlier when
married, and when their financial status is
relativelg secure.

The financial decision to retire mag be moderated bg
whether there is a
working or non—working spouse. This research studg did
not ask this question specificallg,
although the question, "upon retirement mg financial
status will be secure" eddressed the
financial decision of retirement. In this studg, a week
negative correlation (r=-.26, p=.004)
existed between financial status and the delaging of retirement
if one could work part-time.
Though not considered statisticallg meaningful, this finding
suggests that individuals who rate
their financial status as being less secure following
retirement, will be more likelg te delag
retirement if theg could work part-ti me.
Jacobsen (1974) in a studg of factorg workers, found
that females were more likelg to

continue working when ;gsjtjve,socjal_co_ntacts were present in
the workplace. This research
studg did not specificallg address the question of workplace
friendships, although a question on the
MSU scale generallg indicates that older workers in this
studg are "satisfied" with the weg
co-workers get along with each other.
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Financial factors
In the literature there is strong support for an association
between expected pensjons, social
and
net
assets
and early retirement (Quinn,1 977,1981; Barfield
securityviuncome,
and Morgan,
1970; Pollman, 1971). Individuals who expected
highertpensionlevels, and social security

income, aswell as those reporting higher net assets, were
more li kely to retiretearly. In this
study there was no meaningful correlation between the
statement, ”upon retirement my financial
status will be secure" and retirement intention.

Physical and Psychological factors
Desire for Leisure
There was an increase from 1951 to 1963 in preferences
for leisure as a reason to retire
among retirees who were 65 and over (Doering et al.,
1983). Pollman (1971) found that the
preference for leisure was responsible for the early retirement
of 23 percent of a sample of U.S.
Civil Service retirees. This study did net examine leisure
as an independent variable as related to
reti rement intention.

Health

No mea_ntr;gt'gt_g:rrelation was found between health status and
retirement intention in this
study. In the literature, the evidence that poor health is related
to retirement is relstively strong
(Eden and Jacobsen, 1976; Parnes and Neetel,1975,1981;
Quinn, 1977, 1981).

Urganizational 'fariables

Several organizational variables have been found to impact the retirement
decision.
Amount ofwork
Barfield and Morgan (1970) in a study ef United Auto Workers found
that the amount of work

was positively related to the retirement decision. I n
this study, the statement, "My job does not
involve heavy work" and "the physical demands of my job are
reasonable" were negati_vel_y_rel,ated
telsgrementintention. Although the correlation coefficients were low, the
negative relationship
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suggests that indjgiduals who tend te disagree that
their job_ doesnot involve heavy work and
tend
todisagree that the physical demands of the job are
reasonable, are less likely to delay retirement.
Doering et al. (1983) suggest that work
satisfaction and organizational commitment
could be

possible moderators of this variable. In this research,
both intrinsic and extrinsic satisfaction

were meaningfully correlated with physical
demands ef the job and strength demands of the
job.
Job Stress

Eden and Jacobsen (1976) and Jacobsen and
Eran (1980) found that in jobs with more stress,
retirement was more likely to occur. ln this study,
although stress was negatively related to
retirement intention, it was not considered statistically
meaningful.
Pay/Extrinsic
Research indicates that greater, earnings are
asseciated;witha.later,prnbabi.l,i ty

(Parnes and Nestel, 1981; Barfield and Morgan, 1978).

ef, reti rement

Eden and Jacobsen (1976) found that

extrinsic rewards including pay and working conditions
were nonsignificantly related to the dwi re
for retirement. In this study, the variable current
income in meeting ones financial needs, was
negatively related to retirement intention. Although not
statistically meaningful, it suggests that
workers who respond that current income falls short
of meeting their financial needs, are less
likely to delay retirement. The converse of this
suggests that higher income may keep older
workers on the job longer. Doering et el. (1983)
state that greater pay is therefore fairly
strongly associated with later retirement, although pay
may serve as a proxie fer education and
eccupation.

Working Conditions
Having a higher level civil service job (Schmitt
and McCune, 1981) as well as being a
professional employee (Parnes and Nestel, 1981) were found
to be related to later retirement.
However the undesirability of the job among men
was positively related to earlier retirement
(Quinn, 1977). Among factory workers, the more
rigidly fixed the work pattern, the greater the
willingness to retire (Jacobsen, 1972). Workers in
higher and more desirable occupatiens may
prefer later retirement (Doering et al., 1983).
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ln this study, involving collegefuniversity and hospital
foodservice institutions, there is no
reason to suspect that the facilities were unreasonable
or harsh places for employees to work.
Generally, the environmental, personnel, and other work
place related factors were assumed to be
reasonable. This is mainly attributed to the fact
that accreditation status would be conferred only
to institutions which meet prescri bed standards.
‘

In the literature, factors which strongly predict a
worker's willingness to continue working
or to reti re are, financial status, as represented by
net income and expected pensions, education,
and job satisfaction. For job satisfaction and education,
the higher the amount, the lower the
probability that the employee preferred retirement. For
financial status, those with higher status
were more likely to retire early. There was also
evidence that poorer health and lower pay were
related to earlier retirement (Doering et al., 1983).
From the discussion above, it is clear that retirement is
multi—dimensional in scope, and

shaped by many variables. ln this study, ^jo_b_attitudes_
(satisfactionßandcomniitment) did not
m(äijng[yl]_y_pgec§rg__,retire,ment intention. In addition, factors such as
working conditions,
stress, physical demands, current income, retirement
income, marital status, age, and education
were not meaningfully related to turnover intention of
older workers employed in institutional
foodservices.
Yon Haller-Gilmer (1982) investigated the retirement
decision based on a literature review
of 2,000 titles and 416 personal interviews. He
states that retirement goes beyond the problems
of finances, tsxes, real estate, and social security and
concludes that first, people differ markedly
in their attitudes toward retirement. Second personality,
not job category is the real determinant
of retirement attitudes. Many people actually fear
fecing the problems of retirement, but once
into pre- retirement planning, they see its values.
Generally there is a lack of overall
(retirement) theory to help identify problems (von Haller-Gilmer,
1982).
Recent studies show at least four factors contri buti ng to adj
ustment in reti rement; good health,
adequate income, planning, and a visit to one's personal
identity (von Haller-Gilmer, 1982). Role
change occurs in a very noticable way when one enters
retirement. Gone are the work associates,
and daily routi nes. Psychologically, one goes through
three pre- retirement phases: Anticipation
that retirement will come someday, fear of what it will be
like, and finally getting ready for the
time (von Haller-Gilmer, 1982).
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As stated previously, workers in this study are
generally satisfied and committed and they
work in facilities where reasonable conditions prevail.
Since retirement is a multi-dimenaional
phenomenon, many external as well as on the job related
variables most certainly interact and
mitigate in the retirement decision.

Work Setisfection

Work satisfaction is important to the orgahgiation. A company
with setisfied__em,ployees_,,may
become known es a good place to work, hence job
applicants will be attracted to the company
(Doering et al., 1983). The company in turn will be
able to select highly qualified personnel
(Quinn et al., 1974).
In fact, extrinsic satisfaction was meaningfully
related to the
recommending of one°s job to others in this study. Moreover,
satisfaction may improve group or
orgenizational productivity through teamwork and communication
(Doering et al., 1983). For
foodservices, the selection of highly qualified personnel,
improved teamwork and communication
are critical for success, due to the high service nature
of the job.
Weiss et al. (1967) state that the most meaningful
scores to use in interpreting the M30 are
the percentile scores for each scale obtai ned from the
most appropriate norm group from previous
studies. In a study of hospital foodservice employees, the
mean M30 score was 70.33 (Weiss et
al., 1967). The mean response in this study for the
20 question M30 was 77.47 (S.D.=10.87).
In comparing overall (general) satisfaction scores from
this study, comparison to the general
category, "employed non-disabled workers" can be made (Weiss
et al., 1967). Older foodservice
employees in this study are just at the 50th percentile,
when compared to the general category of
"employed non-disabled workers" (Weiss et al., 1967). Thus
the foodservice employees in this

study are generell y satisfied.

In looking at specific items composing the 20-item M30
scale, tt cen be seen that older }
foodservice employees in this study are generally less satisfied
with ”the chances for
agzvancementon

the job", “the peyand the amount of work done", and °'the way
company_policies_a_reV put

pgticei

These items highlight where perhaps more
emphasiswshould be given by managers

supervising older employees. These 3 items are
extrinsicmeasures of the MS0 scale. Extrinsic
satisfaction in this study was meaningfully correlated with
the variables; overall satisfaction
with the job, the recommending ofone's job to other's, and
to working conditions.

Mowday et al. (1979) state that organizetional_commit_n1ent
differs from the concept of job
satisfaction in several ways. Commitment is more global,
reflecting e ge_ne_rel,effeetive response
t_o_l_l@„g_ganization es a whole. Job satisfaction reflects one°s
response either to one°s job or

fl
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certain aspects of the job. In addition, organizational commitment should be
somewhat more stable

over time than job satisfaction. Although dag-to—dag events in the work place mag affect
an
emplogees level of job satisfaction, such transitoru events should not cause an emplogee
to

seriouslg reevaluate his or her attachment te the overall organization (Mowdag et al., 1979).
Having committed emplogees is important for severalreasons.

Findings indicate that

commitment is associated with lower absenteeism ( Mowdag et al., 1979), and several studies
suggest that highlg committed emplogees mag perform better than less committed one's
(Mowdag

et al., 1979; Porter et al., 1974). Commitment has been shown to be a better predictor
of
turnover than satisfaction (Mowdag et al., 1979; Koch and Steers, 1978; Porter et al., 1974).

Based on the above reasons, organizational commitment is an important ingredient to
the
organization.

In this studg, the mean overall organizational commitment level for ..older..institutional
.
V
keLs_was_hj_gher than previ,o_usl_g reported_in.the literature. 0n the 7 item Li
kertscale,
the mean response was 5.37 ($.D=.88). In two previous studies utilizing the 0C0 to
eval uate commitment in occupations relativelg similiar to institutional foodservices, mean scores
of 4.6 (S.D.=1.30) and 5.1 ($.0. =1.18) were demonstrated for classified universitg emplogees
and hospital emplogees respectivelg (Mowdag et al, 1979). The high mean scores obtained for

I

older foodservice emplogees in this studg has positive ramifications for the foodservice industrg,
in light of the acute labor shortage and a potential greater reliance on older workers.
Regression analgsis in this studg indicates that the single independent variable,
phgsical
degngngs-uLihe.,job, explains 26% ef the variance in the dependent variable organizational

commitment. The addition of the two variables, working conditions and emploger communication
to emplogees regarding retirement alternatives, predicts 39% of the variance in the dependent

variable, organizational commitment. Foodservice managers should be cognizant of the effects of
these three variables on organizational commitment.

lmplications of this Studg to Human Resource Management
Several studies have demonstrated consistent support for the relationship between job
dissatisfaction and the preference for, er actual retirement (Schmittand McCune, 1981 ; Parnes
and llestel, 1975; Jacobsen and Eran, 1980; Eden and Jacobsen, 1976). This present studg
demonstrated a similar relationship for older workers in institutional foedservices but judged

’
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this relationship too weak to be of practical use. This finding (or
lack of one) suggests that
research met_lg_lojogies should not examine the direct relationship between job satisfaction
_ang_
tgr;no_veL£Letixenient.excl.usivelg. A more global understanding of the psgchologg of older
worker

withdrawal {turnoverfretirement), requires research begond the replication of the
satisfaction,

turnoverfretirement intention relationship. The
retirementdecision is complex. Factors to
consider in addition to satisfaction include; organizational wide variables (i .e.Mpension, reti
rementpolicies),
personal factors (i.e. number of dependents), job_related_ factors (i.e. work
schedule),and

imrnediate work environment factors (i.e. co-workers, stress, and working conditions).
Mobleg et al. (1978) state that a possible mediati ng step between job dissatisfaction and

turnover is the stimulation of thoughts of thinking of quitti ng. If individuals are
dissagshned and
penderretirement, it is important for managers to intervene and determine the roots of this
dissatisfaction. This determi nation is important because other forms of withdrawal (perhaps less
extreme than retirement) mag have detri mental consequences to the organization. These

consequences include agentegsm, passive__jcb__ behavior in a service intensive
_i_ndustrg, and x.;_,,„«
dis\rdpnign_gfthe,workperformance of other emplogees.

There is some indication that the increase in overall jobesatisfaction is in large measure
reflectivejctj the gi ncrease in intrinsic satisfaction (Rhodes, 1983). It has been suggested that
although there is a linear relationship between age and satisfaction, onlg intrinsic satisfaction is
consistentlg related to age. Extrinsic satisfaction and age are not related in a consistant fashion
across organizations {Schwab and Heneman, 1977). In this studg no meaningful statistical

correlation was found between age, and i ntri nsic, extrinsic, or general satisfacton.

Walsh

(1982) demonstrated in his research that emplogees with ten or more gears
in foodservices show

the greatest i ntrinsic satisfaction. In this research studg, a positivercorrelration was seen between
tenure and“i_nt;insic_satisfaction.

However, the relationship was not considered statisticallg

meaningroi (r=.13,p=.U5).
A common theme regarding crga nizational commitment .involves.excha_ngc_¢theg_ru. In essence
individuals come to organizations with certain skills, needs, and desi res and expect to find a work

environment where theg can exchange abilitiesto satisfg their basic needs. When the organization
and emplogee strike a balance, the likelihood of increased commitment is enhanced. Bateman and

Strasser {1984) using the UCE! found that overeßsatisfaction is not a cause ofcommitment, but
ratberca result of it.

In this studg, organizational commitment was meaningfullg related to
intri nsic as well as ext ri nsic satisfaction.
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Bateman and Strasser (1934) state that perhaps employees become committed to the
organization before attitudes of satisfaction emerge. They suggest that the employee may come to
develop

attitudes that are consistent with his or her existing level of commitment to the
organization. Bateman and Strasser (1984} state that direct improvements in commitment levels

may not only have positive behavioral consequences, but have the indirect outcome of increased
satisfaction as well.

Implications of this Study to the Foodservice Industry
Several outcomes of this study are meaningful to the foodservice industry. The results
however should not be generalized beyond the sample of this study. Nonetheless, results of this
research are generally encouraging. This research has established an initial base of knowledge on
older workers in institutional foodservices. Future studies should investigate older workers in

other foodservice sectors.
.

As noted, older workers are generally satistied, and demonstrate relatively high levels of
organizational commitment. The significance of this has been highlighted previously. Bosworth
and Holden (1983) statelthat employment policies designed to increase the length of working life

—

among older workers can be classified into two general groups; Those that permit workers to
continue full-time on their present job and those that offer workers greater part—time work

opportunities. This research incorporated si miliar questions as asked in the Bosworth and Holden

study hess).
When older workers in this study were asked to respond to statements regarding the conditions

under which they would delay retirement past the age they now plan to retire, 37% either
"d1sagree" or "tend to disagree“ with the statement, " l would never delay retirement”, indicati ng
an intention towards work (20% had no opinion}. When respondents were asked if they would
delay retirement past the age that they now plan to retire if they could work part-time, 41 % of
the respondents “agree" and 16% "tend to agree". This suggests a desi re for delaying retirement
through part-ti me work, although 34% "agree" and 13% "tend to agree" that they would continue

working full—ti me beyond the age they now plan to reti re iftheir present job continues as is.
Nearly half of the respondents in this study "tend to agree" or "agree" that they would continue
working past the age that they now plan to retire if their jobs were made less stressful. This
'
1

environmental issue merits attention due to the negative correlation (-.27, p=.0002) seen
between stress, correlated to working part—ti me following retirement from their present job.
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This suggests that emplouees perceiving the job as stressful, would be
less likelu to work
part-ti me following reti rement.
Schedule preferences for older foodservice workers in this studu with regard
to part-time
work are of interest. Nearlu half (46%) of older workers expressing a desire
for part-time
work would prefer to work 8 hours per dau, less than 5 daus per week. Thirtu-one
percent were
interested in seasonal emploument, with 25% of the sample interested in
working dailu, 8 hours
or less per dau. In the literature, pau was found to become less important
while fri nge benefits
became more important to older workers (Jurgenson, l978). Older
workers prefer increased
retirement, medical, and life insurance benefits (Doering et al., l985). In this
research, the
significance of benefits to older workers is demonstrated bu the responses to
the statement, "I
would delau retirement bu working part-time onlu if I could maintain
mu present level of
benefits". Fiftu-three percent ‘°agree" , while I3% "tend to agree" with this statement (l5%
had
no opinion).
It was of interest to ascertain if older workers would consider working
part-time now, as a
transitional step to full retirement. The majoritu of respondents stated 'no”
(64%). The 56%

_ who responded affirmativelu to this question would do so for the following reasons:
Health related
(57%) and social reasons (65%).
Results from this studu are encouraging on several fronts. Older workers in
this studu
demonstrate high levels of organizational commitment. Theu also appear to be
interested in
part-time work as a means to delau retirement, with a preferred work schedule
of working 8

hours per dau, less than five daus per week. Seasonal emploument is also desirable to
manu older
workers. The foodservice industru is seasonal in manu respects, so this finding is
of particular
note.
The interrelated issues dealing with delauing retirement, part-time work,
work scheduling,
etc. should be of great interest to management as theu make future stafü ng plans.
As noted in the
review of the literature, the foodservice industru could experience a shortfall
of one million
workers bu I995 (NRA, IQS6). Emplouee recruitment competition among different sectors
of
the foodservice industru is now evident, as the applicsnts fast—food chains are now recruiting
have
traditionallu been a major labor pool for the institutional side of foodservices:
Health care,
schools, and emplouee dining (Restaurants and Institutions, l985). Therefore
demographic and

labor force changes in the general foodservice sectors, will sharplu
impact institutional
foodservice emploument, which was the focus of this research.
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With changing demographics and the prospects of increased older
workers in foodservices,
communication between older worker and emploger will become a
keg concern in the organization.
ln this studg, communication levels with respect to potential
alternatives to retirement were
somewhat low. While 37% of emplogees “tend to agree" or
"agree“ that emplogers activelg let
them know of potential alternatives to retirement, 33% ”disagree“ or
“tend to disagree". Another
30% state theg do not know, which in and of itself mag suggest
non—communication. lf older
workers are to help in easi ng the labor shortfall, communication
efforts mag need to be enhanced.
0f particular note regarding communication, emplogees who
state that emplogers inform them of
potential retirement alternatives, are more likelg to recommend their
job to others. In general,
53% of older workers would recommend their job to others.
research suggests that over 30% of emplogees are dissatisfied

The M30 responses from this

with their pag for the amount of
work done. In addition, over one-fourth of older respondents were
dissatisfied with the prospects
for advancement on the job. Emplogers should also note that phgsical
demands of the job, as well
as working conditions are meaningful predictors of organizational
commitment as indicated bg the
regression analgsis. Additionallg, working conditions are meaningfullg
related to extrinsic
satisfaction. This research suggests that foodservice managers should
criticallg eval uate these

environmental factors in their facilities with regard to their older emplogees.
Modifications or
adjustments mag need to be considered.

,

Work

Li mitations ofthe Studg

satisfaction

and

organizational

commitment

and

their

relationship to
turnover/retirement intention were the keg focal points of this research
methodologg. These two
constructs failed to emerge as meaningful predictors or indicators of
retirement intention. This
suggests that to fullg assess the relative effects of the various
factors associated with the
retirement decision, this research should have been more inclusive of the
variables heretofore
identified. For example, several factors external to the job should have been
examined. These
include; total number of dependents, the concept of °‘feeling gounger", net
assets, spouses financial
posture, and personalitg issues. Doering et al. (l9S3) state that the
behavior of women with
respect to retirement varies more than men. Women who are married mag
be financiallg more

secure or have a spouse who is reti ring earlg, and therefore she mag
retire earlg. Un the other
hand, married women mag be late career starters who find that theg enjog work or
anticipate

~
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earlg widowhood, and for these reasona mag prefer a later retirement. These are issues
which
should be explored particuarlg since 85% of those sampled were females, with 58% of the sample

being married.
This research should have gathered information regarding; co~worker interaction, social
aspects of work, job status, growth needs, and pressure to reti re. With respect to part-ti me
work, more information on the conditional aspects of emplogment should have been gathered,
including specific wage, pension, and benefit policies attached to these options.

This studg was cross—sectional in scope, and looked at retirement intention, and not actual
retirement.

A longitudinal studg design is required for explaining actual retirement.

This

methodologg, with a greater emphasis on factors external to the job would therefore provide more
meani ngful information regarding the reti reme nt decision.

Recommendations For Future Research
This studg exami ned a fairlg homogeneous group of older workers emploged at hospitals, and

colleges/universities. As indicated previouslg, reasonable environmental, organizational, and
personnel policies more than likelg prevailed at the foodservice departments surveged in this
studg. It is conceivable that in foodservice departments where personnel and working conditions
are less favora ble, different satisfaction and organizational commitment levels, as well reti rement
intentions mag be found as compared to those obtained in this studg. In fact, one might venture

that

poor conditions generallg lead to low satisfaction. and commitment, and hence a greater

prepensitg, towards retirement. Therefore, future studies should examine a more h;ete_rogeneous_

cross section of institutional foodservice departments across the U.S. to more clearlg define the
satisfaction, commitment, and retirement intention relationship. Future studies should be more

eocomjgsgeing in scope, particularlg with regard to factors external to the job. More studg should
be given to the pessimism of emplogee;regarding the recommending cfeonelsjoh to their children

and other individuals. Answers to this question mag have profound
for recruitment
A Frosmifilcations
in the foodservice industrg.
This research measured attitudinal organizational commitment as opposed to behavioral

commitment. Are the two forms of commitment related? Is one better than the other? Greater
understanding, mag assist in developing models of emplogee attachment to the organization. The
relationship between commitment and performance should be investigated. The emploger‘s
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objective evaluation of emplogee work performance as compared to scores on the OCO would help
identifu if attitudinal commitment is related to performance (behavior). In terms of management
stgle, would a more participative leadership stule be more in line among highlu committed

emplogees?

Mowdag et al. (1979) question if commitment to the organization should
considered a substitute (or partial substitute) for leadership?

be

The issue of emploui ng older workers who are unequivocallg committed to the organization,

get are poo_l;_p_er@rmers requires additional reseach. Putti ng performance aside, since highlg
committed emplogees are not necessarilg high performers, the upward mobilitg of goung
emplogees mag be blocked bg older workers who delag retirement.

Aside from emplogee

frustration, there will be less of a chance to bring in "new blood" from the outside. This could be
detrimental where innovation is essential.

Walsh (1982) in his research found that gounger

workers reported especiallg low levels of intrinsic satisfaction. He states that older workers are
those with the longest tenure, and tend to dominate the above entrg oceupations. On the other hand,
gounger workers have more education and occupu the entrg level foodservice jobs. Research should

therefore address the i nt_er_ral_ationshi p of older and gounger emplogees working together in the
foodservice operation. Do personalitg, values, and cultural differences interfere with teamwork
and job performance?

Additional studg should be given to recruitment and emplogment of older workers to the
foodservice industrg.

For example the perceptions of older non-foodservice individuals with

regard to the foodservice industrg would be of help in recruiti ng efforts. lt is likelg that older
persons do not seek emplogment in the foodservice industrg because theg mag not perceive the

environment as supp_c@jg„or_mph_gai_cal_l_u_,tq],era_ble (Morrison, 1984). Research should address
the issue, are i ndividuals recruited into foodservices with DR previous experience adaptahle and
compatible to foodservice positions? Are special training and development methodologies required

for these individuals with no prior foodservice experience? Studies should examtne ageooies (ie.
AARP, Area Offices on Aging, etc.) which mag provide assistance in the recruitment of older
individuals to foodservices. Future research should also expand to include a ureater cross section
of older emplogees working in the various sectors of the hospitalitg industrg. This should incl ude;

fastfood, falrrijlg, and w_hite_table cloth restaurants, as well as lod_ging,_,facilities. Research should
eval uate the best means of training, as well as retai ni ng olderernplogees.
This studg was limited in scope to institutional foodservices, and should not be generalized to
all foodservice operations. However, it has hopefullg provided a framework from which other
research regarding the older worker in foodservices can emerge.
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APPENDIX

Survey

A

Questiormaire

VIRGINIA POL YTECHNI C INSTITUTE & STATE UNI VERSITY
I>ivi•i••

of Hotel, R••t•ue-•nt, end Inetltutionel Henqment

0tI.|.£6£ Of HUHAN RESOURCES

I986

This su-vyy is me of mny conducted hy Virglnie Polytecteiic Institut: and
State lhiversitys
Divisuon of Hotel. Pestatrust, end Institutional flenaqement to better uiderstmd the
food service
industry. Please mswer all the questions. If you msn to eomment on eny question or
quellfy
you- msvers please feel free to use the space in lI•emu··9ins. You- comments will
hereod uid
Iden into account. That you in edvence for you- help.

VIRGINIA TECH

—lO2-

Survey Questioxmaire Continued

ll“Illlll8S0lö SöllSläCllOll QUESll0|lllölfB

'

t

The purpose of this quetionnaire ls toggyou a chance to tell how gou gl ggg gg ggam
hh.
what thing you are eatlsfled with and what thing you are not eatlsfled with.
On the basis of your answers and those of people like you, we hope to got a better understanding
of the
things people llke and dlsllke about thelr lob;.

On the next page you will Hnd statements about your present [ob.

•

°

Read each statement carefully;
°•¢‘¢l*_,_L"',.___._*"l*(l°d

.

Koeping the statement in mindxl

—lt you feel that your
iob give you more than you expected, check the box under 'Nery Sah"

(VW-lf

you feel that your iob give you what you expected, check the box under “$at•“ (Satistied);
Atyoueannetnnakeupyourmlndwhetherornottheiob givesyouwhatyau •xp•ct•d,ch•ck
the box under "N" (Neither Satisfied nor Dissatistied);
—lf you feel that your
[ob gives you lese than you expected, check the box under "Dluat."
—if you feel that your
job gives you much less than you expected, check the box under ”Ver·y
Dlseah" (Very Dissatistiecl).
•”

Remember: Koep the statement in mind when deciding how eatleflod you feel about
that aepect of

your lob.

.

•Dothisfor¤llst¤tements.Pleasear¤wereveryltem.

y

le frank and hattest. Give a true picture of your feeling: about your present |ob.
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Survey Questiormaire Continued
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Survey Questiormaire Continued

NBNIIIATIOIIM. GOHIIITHEIIT IIIESTIOIIIIAIRE (G2)
IIISTRUCTIIIIS
Listed below re e series of statements thet repreeent posible feeling: that indiviwels
mtmt ruve awt the cornpmy tr rrmntzetinn far which tray wcrk. With resput toyour

own feeling: awt the psticular trgpnization for which you se now working, ggg
I.·1-.

„

•-·

1

•1

u.

-•

1•

·.

n--·n

·• --• •-n
1e

.

•-·•

alternatives belgg g gtgtggggt,

I ‘ -• -r I 1r

•• ·•¤

'

.· ~.¤.

Rupaueteeuhtternu~emeuur·¤m•7·point::eIewithsulepotnt¤•¢:r¤·s

·

Iaelert ( I )str—¤r¤Iy diwu; (2) mcuretely dlsoree; (3) sltmtly disqu; (4)

nettrardteuru nur qu; (S) sliqttlyqu; (6) mowwtely qu; (7) strmglyqa
Circle the number which beu repruents your feeling awt the orgmizettm

I

2

STRIY
DISA6ä!

IIRATHY
DISÄUKE

3

4

SJÜITLY
DISAIE

5

6

7

INTER SJBITLY
DISAIK AGREE

IIR STRQGLY
•kTELY
RWE!

III AGIIE!

AGIIEE

2I. Iunwillingtoputtnerrutml uftfftrt bey¤1dthetr¤·melIy¤pectedin¤r·¢1er·to
ralp this rrgnizetim be swuesfut.

I

2

3

4

6

6

7
V

22. I telk up this rrpntzetion to my friends u a rest rrgmtzettm to werk fur.

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

4

5

6

7

23. I feel very Itttle Iwelty to this uumtzetlox

I

2

3

24. I wwld eeupt almost my type of job usigiment in ¤rw· to kw working for this

Wßliämh
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

6

7

5

6

7

25. I ftnd that my velues end the orpsfzettufs velue re very stmiltr.

I

2

3

4

26. I uu proudtotell otherethot I an pstofthtsorvntzettorx

I

2

3

4
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Survey Questiormaire Continued

$AI..!
STIIQGLY
DISAGE!
I

IIDEIIATELY RIGIITLY KITIIII IIHITLY IIDEIIDI$A§!
IIISAK DISAGIEE AGE! ATELY
Il AGE!
ABE!
2
3
4
S
6

ITRNGLY
AGE!
7

27. lewldiustswell bewktmtu edlffsentuqsiiutimslaqa thetypeulwcrk

vu similizr.

I

3

2

4

5

6

7

28. This upiiatim really tmeirea the very best In mein the waydjda p«·fu·mu¤e

I

2

3

4

6

6

7

29. It wwld tune very little crm; th my presuit cirwmslmces ta cause me ta leave this
upiiattux

I
30.

2

3

4

6

6

7

um extranelyqleathst I ehnsethtsuwitmtimmwk fer everuthersl ws
umsiaring et the time I joinect

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

3l. True': mt tm much In ue mtneu by sticklnq with this immtzetlm Irxzrtnstely.

I

2

3

_

4

5

6

7

32. Olten, I find tt difficult to qee with this ¤rgmtzetIm's pollcies an Important matters
ralatinq tn Its emplwees

· I

2

3

4

5

6

7

33. I realIy¤·ee¤¤ut the tateulthts crgitattm
I
S
2
4

5

6

7

6

7

6

7

34. For ma this Is the best of all pussible urwiizatinns fur whidi to work.

I

2

3

4

5

35 . Decidlnq tn wk fur this Irgsiizetion wm a ctetlnite mistsie on my put

I

2

3

4

5

.

U
‘
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Survey Questiormaire Corxtinued

I
PART Ill
Please respond to the followlng questions and statements.

CIRCLE THE HLMBER WHICH BEST REPRESENTS YOUR RESPONSE

THE FOLLOWING OUESTIONS RELATE T0 YOUR PRESEHT WORK
EHVIROIHEHT:
This question deals wlth your feellngs lnvolvlng job Stress. Job
stress here ls deflned as performlngadequately under stress when
confronted wlth the crltlcal or unexpected
0-36. Respond to the followlng statement. 'On my present job, there
ls a mmm; level of stress'. ( Clrcle the number below).

I.
2
3.
4
S.

DISAGREE
TEE TO DISAGREE
TEE TO AGREE
AGREE
E OPINION

ln regard to the amount of Strength lnvolved ln your job, whlch
response below best descrlbes your job?
Respond to the followlng statement below (Clrcle your response)
0-37. ' Hy job q9_es_¤9_t lnvolve very heavy work'.
I.
2.
3.
4
5.

\

DISAGREE
TEE TO DISAGREE
TEND TO AGREE
AGREE
E OPINION

.
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Survey Questionnaire Continued

This question deals with the Physical nature of the job. Physical Is

described as involving physical actlvlties such as climbing, stooplng,

kneellng, croutchlng, handllng, or reachlng.
0-38. Respond to the following statement; ' The physical demands of

my job are reasonable' (Circle your response below).
I. OISAGREE

2. TENO TO DISAGREE
3. TEND TO AGREE
4 AGREE
5. hb OPINION
Thls next question deals with working conditions. Bad working

conditions lnvolve extreme heat or cold, wet or humld condltlons, noise,
and/or poor ventllatlon

0-39. Respond to the following statement ' The working conditlons
In the foodservice department are good'. (Circle your response).
I. DISAGREE

2. TEND TO DISAGREE
3. TEND TO AGREE

4 AGREE
5. ID OPINION
0-40. How would your rate your health status?

~

I. POOR
2. FAIR
3. GOOD

4 EXCELLENT
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Survey Questicmnaire Continued

'

THE FOLLOWING OUESTIOHS DEAL WITH YOUR RETIREHENT
PLANS
Please respond to the following statements regarding the conditions
under which you would DELAY rgmgment
·
Gilt:. (Circle the number which best describes your response).
0-4l. 'I would never delay retlrement'.

I. DISAGREE

2. TEND TO DISAGREE
3. TEE TO AGREE

·

4. AGREE
5. E OPINION
0-42 'I would delay retirement past the age that I now plan to retlre ‘
If I could work part·tIme'.

I. DISAGREE
2
3.
4
S.

TEE TO DISAGREE
TEE TO AGREE
AGREE
E OPINION

.
'

0-43. 'I would delay retirement by working part-time only If l could
maintain my present level of benefits (including health insurance).

I. DISAGREE
2.
3.
4.
5.

TEE TO DISAGREE
TEE TO AGREE
AGREE
E OPINION

.
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Survey Questiormaire Continued

'

0-44. 'I would delay retlrement past the age that I now plan to
retlre

If my present job contlnues as Is'.
I. DISAGREE

2 TEND TO DISAGREE

3. TEND TO AGREE
4 AGREE
S. NO OPINIDN

0-45. 'I ggld delay retlrement past the age that I now plan to retlre

If the job was made less stressfuI'
I. DISAGREE

2. TEND TO DISAGREE
3. TEND TO AGREE
4 AGREE
5. ID OPINIDN

0-46. Would you consider worklng part-time Lqlyggg retlrement

from your present job?

l. YES
2 hl)

Q—l—l 3. POSSIBLY
0-47. lf you answered 'yes' or 'posslbly' to the above question, what

would be your preferred work schedule (CHOOSE ONE)?
I. WORK DAILY LESS THAN 8 HOURS PER DAY.

2. WORK 8 I-DUR5 PER DAY, LESS THAN 5 DAYS PER WEEK

3. INTERESTED IN SEASONAL El“IPLOYl‘IENT (I.E. VDRK PART-YEAR).

I
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Survey Questiormaire Continued

0-48. Would you consider working part-time

step between full retlrement?

as a transittonal

I. YES (IF YES GO TO 0-49)
2. N) (IF IO SKIP TO 0-50)
0-49. If you answered 'yes' to the question above,
what Is your maln
reason for part-tlme work (circle the one response
that applles most)?

I. TO REDUCE EFDTIONAL STRES5.

2. TO REDUCE PHYSICAL STRESS.

3. FOR HEALTH REASONS.
4 TIME FOR LEISURE ACTIVITIES.
5. TIM FOR FAMILY ACTIVITIES

6. OTHER.
SPECIFY0-50.

Respond to the following statment 'Upon retlrement my

financial status wlll be secure'.
I. DISAGREE

2. TENO TO DISAGREE
3. TEND TO AGREE
4 AGREE
S. UNCERTAIN

0-5l. Overall, How satlsfled are you wlth your job?

I. VERY DISSATISFIED.
2. DISSATISFIEO.
3. SATISFIED.
4 VERY SATISFIED.

0-52 Would you encourage your children or other young children to
enter the job you are now In?

I. YES
2. IO

-1 1 l-

Survey Questiormaixe Continued

0-53. Please respond to the following statement 'My employer

actlvely lets me know of potential alternatives to retlrement
(I.e.
part-tlme work, etc).

I. DISAGREE
2 TEN) TO DISAGREE

3. TEND TO AGREE
4 AGREE
5. I DO MT KNOW
The following questions deal wlth length of employment Please

respond In the blank provided

0-54 YEAR5 EMPLOYED IN PRESENT
POSITION0-55.
YEARS EMPLOYED BY PRESENT FOODSERVICE DEPARTI"IENT i._

0-56. YEARS EHPLOYED IN FOODSERVICES OVER YOUR WORKING
LIFETIHE (INCLUDE THIS AND PREVIOUS „ßBS) .l
(IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR, GO TO 0-57
DIRECTI.Y BELOW).

I

;

0-57. IF YOLIR ANSWER ABOVE WAS LESS THAN ONE ( I ) YEAR, WHICH

RESPONSE BELOW BEST DESCRIBES YOUR PREVIOUS PLACE OF EMPLOYHENT 7

_

I. HANUFACTURING

2. HEALTHCARE
3. SERVICE (I.E. RETAIL, BANK, SECRETARIAL, ETC.)

4 CONSTRUCTION
_

5. AGRICULTURE
6. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

7. MILITARY
8. OTHER

_

— 1 l_2j-

Survey Questiormaire Continued

0-58. Your sex?
I. HALE

2. FEMALE
0-59. Your Eesent marltal status
I. HARRIED
2. SINGLE
0-60. Your present age?
I. 55 TO 59 YEARS OLD.
2. 60 TO 64 YEARS OLD.

3. OVER 65 YEARS OLO.
0-61. What ls your approxlmate yearly gross Income?

I. LESS THAN S10,000.
2. $10,001 TO $15,000.

3. OVER $15,000.
0-67. Overall, how well does your current income meet your financial
needs?
I. NOT AT ALL WELL.

2. ONLY SLIGHTLY WELL.
3. FDDERATELY WELL.
”
4 WELL.
5. VERY WELL.

0-63. ln terms of supewlsory responslbllttles, which response below
best describes your current job?
I. N)N·SUPERV|5ORY RESPONSIBILITIES.
2. SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES (1.E HEAD COOK, ETC).

-1 1 3-
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Survey Questionnaire Continued

.

0-64. WhIch of the followlng best descrlbes your racfal or ethnlc
Identlflcatfon?

I. BLACK (NEGRO)

2 wmf! IcAucAslAm
3. HISPANIC
4 ßIAN
S. OTHER

-

0-65. What Is the hIghest level of education that you have completed?
I. ID FORIAL EDUCATION
2. LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL

3.
4
S.
6.

Cü1PLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
COLLEGE GRADUATE (2 YEAR DEGREE)
COLLEGE GRADUATE (4 YEAR DEGREE OR HIGHER)

0-66. Whlch response below best describes your current job
classification?
I. PRODUCTION WORKER (I.E. COOK, PRE·PREP., ETC)

2. SERVICE WORKER ( I.E. SERVE ON CAFETERIA/TRAY LINE)
3. WAREWASHING (I.E. DISHWASH, POTWASH, ETC)

4 STDREKEEPING (I.E. STOCK CLERK)
S. CLERICAL, DIETARY AID, ETC.

The VIrgInIa Tech DIvIsIon of Hotel, Restaurant and

Institutional Management thanks you for partIcIpatIng In thls
research study and completlng the questlonnalre.
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AP°ENDIX B
Ques tiormaixe Cove: Letzter
pf

Ä·

i

mum:ornun-an usouncs
¢

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INS'1'ITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Ä, '"'B...7'

uwbq. Virginia 24061

omslon or nom., xsrnuum • INFTTTUTIONAL umnoaeavr mlm am-sm • mal nim;}

Oaar Qllleeguo;
Oemormhic dame ln the U.S. a·e reaultlng ln Il old: workfa·iz. Pqlulation projaotions
lmloeteauzline ln the IO lo34y¤· oldmram. Thls fa:t 3U"G'QTY!}l3lPI\ employee
roorulllng mo; lnlenslfy ln lheyers meat ale to the potential mlm of entry level wa·t:s
th pmsiole reim; fa- thfs lmpendlng im mlm is the lnolusial of olw wa·k:s ln
future stratqic mmm: plals. The Virginia T¤:h Divisial of Hotel, Restaurall, md
lnstltutlalal T‘lIll'|'lB|Il ls alrmoting a resae·~¤*l stuw lo memola a knoewlem um UI olar
wa·k:s Illßlü/U ln the lrslllutlalal faxservllz mt:.

Ä
Your lolp md

‘8lTü'l ls orllioel to the suzmful oularne of this slut;. VVe re

rqlestlng that you aanlnlster lm encloaei azsllonnolres loyour olntr ( m $5 mo ov:).
:•
l¤l·mulmillmt, full·llme employee. Afl: the alstlalnalres
mmpletal please return
ell surveys in the oulk envelopa provlald to Va. um
All prliclpmls ml insurof of almplete oonftrhntlollly. Tha alestialmlra M IT
lmntlfltztlon number ally al that lve QT chst your IITIO off the molltng ltst when your
almpleled queellalnoire ls returned You may rmive a summary of result: by writing °a:py of
raultsrepeslsfol U!€0fÜ¢l"lU„I‘fl bulk mvelopemdprlntlngyour runemdures
ulaw ll.
Plme lat the ozstfons ov: prllr l¤¤nlnlst:lng the alstlalnelre lf pmsiole, we
Ißlllßßlüfllhläl llleqztimnaires lnaroupso tfq.1estlals:ieeyolx¤¤·•alsw:
them. We will oo hmpy todlsalss myolestlonsyou may hen You am oall (703)
96l•6432 rlalauy throuyl Frtmy,
A1 a remlnmr , the employee oompletlrq the aseetionnaire must mal the following irllerio

I. l•55ye•rsofmoroIm·.
•
2. Io working ln non·¤pper nanapnanl level poattlon
(uployoas who have suporvlsory rosposllllllllas, l.•

haaaloot, ale. should lle lacluud) .
3. lo uployul f¤ll·tl¤•.
We tlmk ya: ln emma fur your valumle help und uzoperetlon ln thls slim.
'

g

Slrurely,

rliohcl O. Olm, Ph.O.
Profesor aid Oireola·,
Dlvlslon of lhtel, Restourall, GU
lnstilulialal rlanmment

Frauridn J. Oel1i¤::, l1.S.,R.O., Ph.O.
@ITl¢L¢, Division of Hotel, Resteuralt,
mo Institutional Hllßfildli
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APPENDIX
C
Survey Pretest Cover Letter

V

tlllllillllll PULIITECIIIIIC IIISTITIITE t STIITE lllllll.
l8CtS8tJRO,UI'l.

2406I

.

DIUISIOII G' IIITEL, IIESTRURRIIT, HIB IIISTITUTIOIIII.
IIIIIRGEIIEIIT

·
·

_

IIIICII 2, N86

Dev Colleagveg
Deeogrmnic changes ln the U.$. ve resulting ln ai older
eorlu
force. Population projections indicate a decline in the
IB to 34 year
ald age voup. This fact strangly suggest: that
eeplayee reoruiting eq
intensify in the yevs diead die to the potential shortage of
entry level
eorkers.

One possible reeedy for this iepending Idar shortage is
the
inclusion of older eorluers in future strategic empoeer
plans. The
Uirginia Tech Division of Hotel, Restarvit, md
Institutional Ilanogment
is conaecting a resevch study to asseeble a lunaeledge
base an older
eorluers eeployed in the hospital faodservice sector.
You have been selected ta be a part af a peer review
ta evaluote the '

attached cpestiannaire. Vou- evaluation •ilI help to
refine the

qaestionnaire prior ta surveying the sample population. The
qeestionnaire eill be directly achinistered to non—•¤~age¤ent hospital
•playees 55 yevs of age cid over.
Please constructlvely crltlque the lnstrueent by ealulng caeeents
directly an the qaestiannaire. I eill be east happy to discuss my
questions you eay have. Vau cm call ee at (703> 96l—6·•3’2.
Thvlu you in advvvco for your assistance md cooperation.

Sincerely,

Fred J. Dellicco, ILS., |LD.,Ph. D. Candidate
Project Dlrectar, Ilßlh

'

ä
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Survey Cover Letter

TO:

Food Service Directors

FROM:

_
Vice President
Southern Region

SUBJECT:

Enployee Survey

DATE:

N/11/86

The HRS Southern Region has been asked by the V.P.1. University to
partlcipate in a study of selected food service workers in our
industry.
I am asking you to oooperate by completing the following:
1.

Review with our Liaison the sample survey
and obtain their approval to partlclpate.

2.

Hhen your survey packet arrives in the mall:

·—

A.

Set•up a meeting with the targeted
employees to explain the survey.

B.

Assist employees, if needed, in
oonpleting the survey.

C.

_

'

Promptly return the survey packet to V.P.I.

Thank you for your time and effort!

31Enclosure

-
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APPENDIX E
Survey Cover Letter to NACUFS Members

VIRGINIA TECH

Olcedaheblnucdkuadßervke

hzllugvhyßtdßn

Aoril 18,1986

Dear NACUFS Neuberg
One of the many advantaqes of HACUFS is that it provides
meubers with a medium throuoh which ideas, ob.1ect1ves,and research
can be advanced.
·
g

»

As you are aware, the demooraohic profile of the Ilnited States
is changing-resultinq in an older workforce. The Virginia
Tech

Division of Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Nanaoeuent is
presently atteuptino to qather data on older workers euployed
in colleqe and university foodservices. This data will helo to
understand older euployee attitudes towards their work, career

.

goals, schedule preferences, etc.

Your help and cooperation in oatherino this data will oo a lonq

way in developing this profile of the older worker.

of the researcher's to make this information known to NACUFS in suumary
fomat in the not too distant future.

Thank you for _vour help.

Sincerely,
P. Kino, Jr.
JHoward
Director of Dinino Services
Past President of NACUFS, 1981-82

VI1y¤|•Poty¤e$|•:h¤¤I•¤e••dS•1e1.h|•¤uy

I

It 1s the Intention

·

